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1. Introduction
Vegetation maps show classifications of  plant communities based on differ-
ences in floristics (composition and relative abundances of  species), physio-
gnomc structure (such as growth form, heght, ground cover, type of  leaves) 
and seasonal actvty patterns (van der Maarel 2005, Box and Fujwara 2005). 
Potential natural vegetation (PNV) has been defined as the vegetation struc-
ture that would become establshed f  all successonal sequences were com-
pleted wthout nterference by man under the present clmatc and edaphc 
(sol) condtons, ncludng those created by man (Tüxen 956, Mueller-Dom-
bois and Ellenberg 1974, Box and Fujiwara 2005). This definition makes it 
clear that PNV s not necessarly the orgnal vegetaton as the ste condtons 
may have changed after the orgnal vegetaton was removed. 
Maps of  the PNV of  large regons have been produced, ncludng global 
maps and maps for Afrca, tropcal Asa, South Amerca and the manland 
USA (Box and Fujwara 2005). These maps have been used n land use plan-
nng (e.g., Froude 999, Wells et al. 2004, Global Forest Watch 2006), for the 
desgn of  conservaton strateges (e.g., Olson et al. 200), for studes of  spe-
ces dstrbuton (e.g. Pearce et al. 200, Pearce and Ferrer 200, Peterson et 
al. 200, Frankln 2002, Kndt et al. 2007) and for the determnaton of  seed, 
provenance, tree plantng, or genecologcal  zones (Graudal et al., 997; Lllesø 
et al, 200). PNV maps are a promsng tool for brngng ndgenous tree 
speces nto use wthn anthropogenc landscapes, but such maps have unfor-
tunately been gnored largely by the agroforestry world. The purpose of  our 
studes of  PNV of  eastern Afrca s therefore to document how the utlty of  
PNV maps can be ncreased. As a documentaton of  the approach, we used 
a detaled PNV map that was developed for the hghlands of  Kenya and the 
adjacent areas.
Trapnell and hs co-workers (Trapnell et al. 966, 969, 976, 986; Trapnell 
and Brunt 987) produced four sheets of  a vegetaton map for south-west-
ern Kenya on a scale of  :250 000 that mapped vegetaton as t was n 960 
(hereafter called the ‘orgnal map’). We beleve that the orgnal map s stll 
useful today as, despite the fact that the main aerial and field surveys were 
completed n the early 960s, the map allowed to determne the PNV of  
the mapped area. Gven that the dstrbuton of  speces can be lnked wth 
the dstrbuton of  PNV, the new PNV map that we developed can assst n 
selectng speces for partcular locatons wthn the map. Such selectons can 
be linked conceptually to the ecological definition of  agroforestry in ‘mim-
ckng natural ecosystems’, whch we nterpret here to the detal of  estab-
lshng smlar tree speces assemblages as those that were occurrng under 
natural condtons. 
Although Trapnell and hs co-authors were aware of  possble lmtatons of  
ther approach as they acknowledged that vegetaton s changng, they dd 
see the purpose of  ther maps as a tool for landuse plannng: 
»The use of  ecologcal zones for agrcultural development plannng rested 
on the concept that clmax vegetaton communtes develop n response to 
2local lmtatons of  clmate and sol. In the absence of  detaled sol survey 
and a complete network of  clmatc statons, mappng clmax vegetaton s 
therefore an ndrect means of  establshng the lmts of  dfferent eco-cl-
matic zones, each suitable for a specific range of  crops« (Trapnell and Brunt 
987, p. ).
»Vegetation (…) is constantly changing under the several influences of  fire, 
grazng, cultvaton and tmber extracton. Ths apples partcularly to the 
clmax forest areas (…). Ths fact, however, n no way nvaldates the con-
cept of  using vegetation as an index of  land potential« (Trapnell and Brunt 
987, p. 4).
Although Trapnell and hs co-workers produced a detaled map, the docu-
mentaton of  the used methodology (.e., Trapnell and Brunt 987) n df-
ferentatng between dfferent vegetaton types lacks detal, especally snce 
they dd not provde the exact crtera that were used to dfferentate be-
tween the varous types. As we are convnced that the detal of  the orgnal 
vegetation maps was justified given the amount of  survey work and the in-
formaton provded wthn the lmted documentaton, the man attempt of  
ths document s to provde a more comprehensve descrpton of  the PNV 
types for whch the maps show detaled patterns of  dstrbuton. We used 
two man sources for these addtonal descrptons for PNV types: 
() nformaton avalable from lterature on vegetaton types that cover the 
area of  the orgnal map; and 
() nformaton avalable from spatal datasets that cover the area of  the 
orgnal map. 
The correspondence between PNV types provded n the new map and 
those descrbed n other lterature sources also enabled us to expand vegeta-
tion-specific species lists (Kindt et al. 2007). Even f  nformaton from spa-
tal datasets do not provde clear thresholds between dfferent PNV types, 
the map could smply be used as a summary of  the man clmatc and sol 
condtons wthn the mapped boundares gven the objectves of  maps to 
provde abstractons of  spatal patterns.
2. �ethods
2.1 Determination of potential natural vegetation 
types
It s unfortunate that the orgnal vegetaton maps and ther documenta-
ton provde lttle nformaton on the crtera that were used to dstngush 
between the dfferent vegetaton types. Although the boundares between 
the vegetaton types are provded on the map on a scale of  :250 000, no 
nformaton was provded on the actual crtera that were used to dstngush 
between the types on aerial photographs and during fieldwork.
Vegetaton boundares of  the orgnal maps were determned by aeral pho-
tographs (:0 000 photographs for 945 – 950; :50 000 photographs 
for 1957 – 1963; some photographs for 1967 and 1969) and by field work 
(main field work from 1959 – 1961 and some further fieldwork in 1962, 
1972, 1976 and 1980). The main field work was carried out by driving along 
all the tracks n less accessble areas and by followng a dense network of  
traverses (one mile apart or less) in the other areas. During the main field 
work, vegetation was observed along the tracks (including field glass obser-
vations on either side), transferred to 1:50 000 field maps and subsequently 
to aerial photographs. The additional field work was used to revise the field 
maps and reinterpret the aerial photographs (a quantification of  the extent 
of  revsons would provde an ndcaton of  the accuracy of  the map; such 
quantification is not provided, unfortunately). The final maps were prepared 
on the scale of  :250 000 by stereoscopc studes of  the ar photographs. 
The attempt of  the maps was to plot vegetaton boundares as they were n 
960, ncludng an nterpretaton of  the PNV.
The legend for the four orgnal vegetaton map sheets provdes a herarch-
cal classification of  vegetation types in 18 groups, 23 subgroups, 55 classes 
and 27 subclasses (Appendx I and II). Polygons were dgtzed from the 
hard copy maps for all the classes. Polygons could not be dgtzed for sub-
classes snce the maps only provde subclass labels but not a boundary for 
the area that s covered by the subclass. Areas wth water or bare rock were 
classified as areas that are not under vegetation.
The original vegetation types were reclassified into 17 natural potential 
vegetaton types, usng varous sources of  nformaton (Table ; Kndt et 
al. 2006). Appendx I shows how the vegetaton classes of  the orgnal map 
correspond to the vegetaton type of  the new map. Appendx II provdes 
a lst of  the subclasses of  each vegetaton class. The subclass nformaton 
usually provdes the typcal speces that were encountered; ths nformaton 
was one of  the references to comple speces lsts for the vegetaton types 
(Kndt et al. 2007). Maps for each type are provded n Appendx III.
We use an abbrevated name for most of  the 7 PNV types n the reman-
der of  ths document (Table ).
4Table 1  Characteristics of the mapped potential natural vegetation types (van Breugel et al. 2007). Vegetation 
types were arranged by physiognomic type (high mountain ->  forest -> woodland -> savanna -> bushland, 
whereas types occurring under special soil conditions were listed last.
Potential natural vegetation type (shortened name)
Total area 
(km2)
Total 
area 
rank
Number of 
patches
�edian 
patch size 
(ha)
Alpine (-)  93  17  15 40.9
Mountain scrubland and moorland (scrub- and moorland)  1 290  13  35 63.4
Bamboo woodland and thicket (bamboo)  3 805  11  211 46.1
Moist montane forest (MM forest)  7 879  6  143 31.2
Dry montane forest (DM forest)  17 847  1  382 41.4
Moist intermediate forest (MI forest)  8 076  5  199 33.9
Dry intermediate forest (DI forest)  3 360  12  147 54.6
Upland Acacia woodland, savanna and bushland (upland Acacia)  4 139  10  341 64.9
Broad-leaved savanna-evergreen bushland mixtures (mixtures)  311  16  73 104.4
Lowland Acacia-Commiphora woodland, bushland and thicket (Acacia-Com-
miphora)
 6 790  7  126 29.9
Moist Combretum-Terminalia savanna (moist Combretum)  9 403  3  288 54.1
Dry Combretum savanna (Dry Combretum)  4 506  9  389 48.7
Evergreen and semi-evergreen bushland (evergreen bushland)  12 412  2  234 69.7
Semi-evergreen thicket (-)  4 606  8  307 60.3
Papyrus and swamp (swamp)  702  14  233 59.0
Open grassland areas on clay plains (open grassland)  344  15  21 114.8
Acacia and allied vegetation on soils with impeded drainage (impeded Acacia)  8 776  4  2 317 42.1
Trapnell and Brunt (1987) mention that identification of  the PNV type 
(they actually use the term ‘clmax vegetaton’) was possble for most of  the 
secondary vegetaton types on the bass of  fragments that contan typcal 
speces for the PNV type. These speces nclude remnants of  the clmax 
speces, poneer speces or understorey speces that are assocated wth the 
clmax speces. Some of  the resdual and secondary speces after selectve 
fellng of  forests are provded by Trapnell (997), together wth provsonal 
lists for each forest type that are partially based on field notes from the 
960s. A detaled lst of  ndcator speces for each vegetaton type, an nves-
tgaton of  the accuracy of  the correspondence between ndcator speces 
and vegetaton type and a supplementary analyss of  the correspondence 
between the mapped vegetaton and the actual vegetaton and potental 
vegetaton (possbly by testng the map wth a new seres of  observatons) 
would have ncreased the value of  the map.
5Table 2  Correspondence between potential natural vegetation types (Kindt et al. 2006) and eco-climatic 
types defined by Trapnell and co-workers (Trapnell and Brunt 1987)
Potential natural vegetation type (shortened name) Eco-climatic type † Abbreviation
Alpine (no shortened name) Mountain moorland and heath (pp) H (pp)
Mountain scrubland and moorland (scrub- and moorland) Mountain moorland and heath (pp) H (pp)
Bamboo woodland and thicket (bamboo) Mountain bamboo forest BF
Moist montane forest (MM forest) Eastern upper moist forest EMU
Western moist forest (pp) WM (pp)
Dry montane forest (DM forest) Montane sclerophyll forest MS
Moist intermediate forest (MI forest) Eastern moist intermediate forest EMI
Western moist forest (pp) WM (pp)
Dry intermediate forest (DI forest) Western Diospyros forest WD
Rift valley Diospyros forest RD
Eastern dry intermediate forest EDI
Upland Acacia woodland, savanna and bushland (Upland  Acacia ) Upland  Acacia UA
Broad-leaved savanna-evergreen bushland mixtures (mixtures) (none) (none)
Lowland  Acacia -Commiphora woodland, bushland and thicket ( 
Acacia -Commiphora)
Lowland Acacia  and Commiphora
bushland
LA
Moist Combretum-Terminalia savanna (Moist Combretum) Western Combretum savanna WS
Dry Combretum savanna (Dry Combretum)
Eastern Combretum savanna (with 
thicket remnants)
ES
Evergreen and semi-evergreen bushland (evergreen bushland) Upland evergreen bushland UB
Semi-evergreen thicket (no shortened name) Western semi-evergreen thicket WT
Papyrus and swamp (swamp) (none) (none)
Open grassland areas on clay plains (open grassland) (none) (none)
Acacia and allied vegetation on soils with impeded drainage (im-
peded Acacia)
(none) (none)
† pp: pro parte, ie the eco-climatic type corresponds to several potential natural vegetation types
The name of  the secondary vegetation type often enabled identification of  
the PNV (Appendx I and II). The poston of  labels for subtypes on the 
vegetaton maps allowed reclassfyng some vegetaton types that only splt 
at the subclass level (classes 2, 4 and 5). We decded to splt some large poly-
gons to ncrease the correspondence of  the resultng polygons to the PNV. 
The other source of  nformaton that allowed reclassfyng secondary veg-
etaton types was provded by the eco-clmatc maps that accompaned each 
vegetation sheet, since these eco-climatic maps reflect the PNV (Table 2). 
PNV types that occurred under certan sol condtons (Papyrus and swamp; 
open grassland areas on clay plans; and Acacia and alled vegetaton on sols 
wth mpeded dranage) dd not correspond to partcular eco-clmatc types.
The Diospyros (-Olea) forests were nterpreted as dry ntermedate forest 
types, although the legend of  the orgnal maps only lsts them under n-
termedate forests. We nterpreted the Dospyros forest as a dry forest type 
snce the WM clmate type ncludes most ntermedate forest but no clmate 
type categorsed as western dry ntermedate, snce Olea europaea speces are 
more typcal for dry ntermedate forest (Beentje [990] descrbes ths type 
6as Diospyros abyssinica – Olea europaea forest, whereas O. europaea ssp. africana 
was only lsted as secondary speces for the dry ntermedate and not for 
the most ntermedate forest by Trapnell [997]; see Kndt et al. 2007), and 
snce rverne forest (expected to occur wthn dry envronments) has been 
descrbed as an mpovershed verson of  Diospyros-Olea forest (Beentje 990). 
However, Diospyros abyssinica s a speces of  general dstrbuton (Trapnell 
997), whereas O. europaea ssp. africana was only lsted wthn speces lsts (not 
as secondary speces) for dry montane forest, and also as secondary n most 
montane forests (Trapnell 997).
For some vegetaton types that are secondary to forest t was not always pos-
sble to derve the exact vegetaton type from the name (classes 2 [no dstnc-
ton between most montane and ntermedate forest at the subtype level], 
, , 5 [no dstncton between most montane and ntermedate forest at 
the subgroup level] and 49 [no dstncton between montane and ntermed-
ate at the subtype level]) (Appendx II). To reclassfy these types, we used the 
boundares of  the clmate maps. For the western part of  the map, where no 
dstncton s made between most montane and ntermedate forest (clmate 
type WM, for whch Trapnell and Brunt [987] menton that heavy cultvaton 
prevented dstncton between both types), we studed the dstrbuton of  oth-
er vegetaton types. In case of  doubt, we used the boundary of  80 m (6000 
feet) to dstngush between these two types. 
2.2 Description of potential natural vegetation types 
with information from literature
We used two methods of  finding criteria that could help to distinguish be-
tween the dfferent vegetaton types: () lterature nformaton from other 
sources than those that descrbe the orgnal map; and () spatal datasets to 
descrbe the range of  envronmental values for each type.
For the lterature nformaton, we only consulted some common references 
that provded a descrpton of  vegetaton types for East Afrca or Afrca, 
ncludng descrptons of  vegetaton types for Kenya (Beentje 994), East 
Afrca (Trapnell and Langdale-Brown 972, Greenway 97, Lnd and Mor-
rson 974) or Afrca as a whole (Whte 98). We dd not consult lterature 
that only descrbed the vegetaton type for a smaller area wthn the map, 
such as a partcular forest or natonal park. We expect that our approach 
wll have resulted n a more general descrpton of  the varous vegetaton 
types that were encountered, and not on exceptonal features of  vegetaton 
of  partcular areas. We obtaned descrptons of  PNV types based on sm-
larty between the names of  the descrbed vegetaton types. Although they 
formed an ntegral part of  descrptons of  vegetaton types n other sources 
of  lterature, lsts of  typcal speces for varous vegetaton types are provded 
n another document (Kndt et al. 2007).
We looked nto the publc doman (Internet, lterature and GIS unts of  
ILRI and ICRAF) for nterpolated surfaces layers, whle lmtng our search 
to layers wth detaled nformaton. Another mportant prerequste was that 
sufficient information had to be available about the meaning of  the maps 
7and ther descrptve classes or values. Three groups of  data layers were se-
lected for the study, ncludng clmatc, edaphc and topographc varables 
(Table ). 
Base clmate data layers were extracted from the Almanac Charactersaton 
Tool (ACT) 995 database (FAO 995a, Corbett et al. 999). Ths database 
conssts of  nterpolated 5.5 km grd surfaces whch lnk to varous tables 
wth dfferent clmate varables based on long-term normal means for each 
month from FAOCLIM 1.2 (FAO 1995b) and climate coefficients from 
CRES, Canberra (Corbett and Kruska 994). The number of  dry months 
was calculated by countng the number of  months wth P < PET (van 
Breugel et al. 2007).
A number of  data layers wth derved edaphc varables that are potentally 
mportant for plant and vegetaton development were extracted from the 
Sol and Terran (SOTER) Database for northeastern Afrca (FAO 998). 
The SOTER map s a vector data layer wth mappng unts that provde the 
estmated percentage of  coverage by dfferent sol types, but not the exact 
locaton of  each sol type. We therefore used the sol characterstcs of  the 
domnant sol type from the database (van Breugel et al. 2007).
For alttude, a corrected dgtal elevaton model (DEM) wth 90-meter grd 
cells was used. The Spatal Analyst toolbox n ArcGs 9.0 was used to calcu-
late the slope based on the same DEM. Sol mosture s an mportant var-
able influencing plant distribution and species richness (Zinko et al. 2005, 
Gesler et al. 998). The topographc wetness ndex (TWI) was orgnally 
developed to predct spatal sol mosture patterns (Schmdt and Persson 
200, but see Western et al. 999 or Sørensen et al. 2006). TWI followed the 
equaton of  Beven and Krkby (979) and was calculated wth the Topocrop 
verson .2 extenson n ArcVew (Schmdt 2002). The TWI has been used 
n hydrologcal and landscape studes (Urban et al. 2000), to characterze bo-
logcal processes (Whte and Runnng 994), to analyze vegetaton patterns 
(Moore et al. 1993, Zinko et al. 2005) or to assess forest ste qualty (Holm-
gren 994). 
8Table 3  Interpolated surface layers used for the study of ranges in environmental 
conditions (van Breugel et al. 2007)
Data layer (unit) (abbreviation) Source �esolution
Annual precipitation (mm) (P) ACT 1995 (FAO 1995) 5 km (grid)
Annual potential evapotranspiration (mm) (PET) ACT 1995 (FAO 1995) 5 km (grid)
Mean minimum temperature of the coldest month (0C) (Tmin) ACT 1995 (FAO 1995) 5 km (grid)
Number of dry months (DM) ACT 1995 (FAO 1995) 5 km (grid)
Rootable depth (RD) SOTER (FAO 1995) 1:1 000 000 (vector)
Cation exchange capacity  (CEC) SOTER (FAO 1995) 1:1 000 000 (vector)
Soil water pH (pH) SOTER (FAO 1995) 1:1 000 000 (vector)
Percentage of clay SOTER (FAO 1995) 1:1 000 000 (vector)
Percentage of sand SOTER (FAO 1995) 1:1 000 000 (vector)
Altitude DEM 92 m (grid)
Slope DEM 92 m (grid)
Topographic wetness index (TWI) DEM 92 m (grid)
All envronmental and orgnal vegetaton data layers were transformed to 
grd data layers wth a resoluton of  500 × 500 m2. Next, a data layer was 
created wth random dstrbuted ponts wth a densty of   sample pont 
per 500 hectare, but wth a mnmum of  one pont per polygon. The pont 
file was overlaid with the grid data layers and their respective grid values at 
locaton of  the ponts were assgned to the ponts. These data were used to 
calculate the range n envronmental condtons for each PNV type.
Summary plots for the range n elevaton and precptaton (the two env-
ronmental descrptors that were most frequently used n the lterature to 
characterze some vegetaton types; see results) were obtaned wth a specal 
functon developed for the R statstcal language and envronment (R Devel-
opment Core Team 2005) by Roeland Kndt. These plots provde nforma-
ton on the 0%, 25%, 75% and 90% quantle (percentle) values and the 
mean (see figure legends in the results section). Convex hulls were drawn 
around all the observatons, whereby nner concentrc convex hulls were 
constructed by excludng all the ponts from outer convex hulls.
93. �esults
3.1 Description of potential natural vegetation types 
from literature information
Snce the 7 retaned PNV types can be re-grouped nto physognomc cate-
gores such as forest, woodland, savanna or thcket, and because such physo-
gnomic classification schemes were used in other literature on vegetation 
types that we consulted, we first document the criteria that various authors 
lsted for physognomc types (Table 4). Not all physognomc types were 
lsted, snce types such as sem-desert scrub were not encountered wthn the 
map.
We expect that the vegetaton types of  the map correspond best wth the 
descrptons of  Trapnell and Langdale-Brown (972), snce the orgnal 
maps and ths reference share the same prncpal author. The jont lower 
heght lmt of  8 m provded by Trapnell and Langdale-Brown (972) for 
forests and woodlands may be less confusng than the lower lmt of  0 m 
for forests and lower lmt of  8 m for woodlands provded by other authors, 
although it may be difficult in reality to find vegetation types with dense 
canopes that have heghts n between 8 and 0 m. 
Trapnell and Langdale-Brown (972) do not menton cover percentages 
for woodland and bushland, but ther crteron for savannas ndcates that 
they classfy areas wth more than 50% cover as woodland or bushland. 
Greenway (97) used the same crteron. There s therefore possble confu-
sion with other classification schemes for cover percentages of  40 - 50%. 
Within the Trapnell and Langdale-Brown (1972) classification, there is also 
a possble confuson between woodland and bushland for vegetaton that s 
between 8 and 0 m, except f  the forkng habt of  bushes takes precedence 
in classification. The other classification schemes have the limit of  8 m as a 
clear boundary between woodland and bushland (except f  a strct nterpre-
taton would create some confuson between 7 and 8 m).
Trapnell and Langdale-Brown (972) dd not lst a crteron to dfferent-
ate between savanna and grassland types, whereas the other classification 
schemes used lmts of  cover percentages for woody bomass (0%, 20%).
0
Table 4  Descriptions for physiognomic vegetation types provided in the literature
Type Description Source
High moun-
tain vegeta-
tion
Three altitudinal belts including a bamboo zone (2400 – 3000 m), a subalpine and an alpine 
belt (both above 3000 m).
Trapnell and Langdale-
Brown 1972
Vegetation with specialised growth forms and specialised species such as Lobelia and Sene-
cio, tussock grasses and sedges with xeromorphic leaves, rosette plants and sclerophyllous 
shrubs
White 1983
Forest
A closed stand of high trees of several stories with a dense canopy that inhibits grass 
growth. High forests canopies exceed 15 to 18 m with emergents up to 50 m, whereas low 
forest canopies have canopies of 8 to 15 m.
Trapnell and Langdale-
Brown 1972
Vegetation with interlocking crowns more than 10 m tall Beentje 1994
A continuous stand of trees, with canopy varying in height from 10 to 50 m or more White 1983
A continuous stand of trees with height of 50 m or more, with intermingling or touching 
crowns and often interlaced with lianas
Greenway 1973
Trees of columnar habit often 50 m or more, with crowns touching or intermingling to form 
continuous canopy of complex structure. Lianas are a characteristic component, and epi-
phytes are characteristic of the wetter types. Most trees are evergreen, but some deciduous 
trees are prominent in the early successional stages.
Lind and Morrison 1974
Woodland
A mantle of trees of one or two storeys which crowns more or less touch, with height 8 
– 15 and maximum 18 m.
Trapnell and Langdale-
Brown 1972
Vegetation with more than 40% cover and more than 8 m tall. Beentje 1994
An open stand of trees with at least 40% crown cover and height from 8 to 20 m White 1983
An open cover of trees without a thickly interlaced canopy and leafless for some period of 
the year
Greenway 1973
Trees that are more branched than columnar and with crowns that are just touching and do 
not form a complex canopy. This vegetation often reaches a height of 18 m. Trees are often 
leafless for part of the year.
Lind and Morrison 1974
Bushland and 
thicket
Small trees that fork from the base with some large clear-boled trees that are between 5 
– 10 m. Thickets are much closer assemblages that are often impenetrable except by game 
tracks and without grass cover.
Trapnell and Langdale-
Brown 1972
Vegetation with more than 40% cover with height from 3 – 7 m. Beentje 1994
Land that is covered by 40% or more by bushes, with height between 3 and 7 m. In thicket, 
the bushes are so densely interlaced as to form an impenetrable community except along 
tracks made by animals. If grasses contribute little to the biomass and are represented by a 
few annual and short-lived species, it is misleading to use ‘savanna’ or ‘wooded grassland’ 
even if bush cover is less than 40%.
White 1983
Land covered with more than 50% of shrubs, giant grasses or small trees growing densely 
together. The bushes have no clearly defined boles and they may be from a few feet to 
about 10 m tall and sometimes more. Thicket is a close assemblage of bushes. 
Greenway 1973
An assemblage of woody plants with a height of less than 6 m except for occasional emer-
gents, and a cover of not more than 20%.
Lind and Morrison 1974
Savanna or 
wooded grass-
land
Grasses that exceed 0.8 m, with woody vegetation that seldom exceeds 50% aerial cover 
that occasionally reaches 9 – 12 m. The trees stand in the grass instead of forming a canopy 
above it.
Trapnell and Langdale-
Brown 1972
Vegetation with cover of 10 – 40% and more than 6 m tall. Beentje 1994
Land covered with grasses and woody plant cover between 10% and 40%. White 1983
Land covered with grasses and with woody plants that cover less than 50% of the ground Greenway 1973
Grassland with scattered or grouped shrubs or trees that are conspicuous but with a cover 
of less than 20%. Woodland and wooded grassland should be seen as overlapping parts of 
a vegetational continuum.
Lind and Morrison 1974

Type Description Source
Grassland
Land with grass and where trees and shrubs do not cover more than 10% Greenway 1973
Land covered by grasses and other herbs White 1983
Dominated by grasses with canopy cover of trees and shrubs less than 20% (we expect that 
the 2% mentioned in the book is in error since 20% was used for savanna).
Lind and Morrison 1974
Swamp
Vegetation of permanently wet or flooded areas
Trapnell and Langdale-
Brown 1972
A flat area where free water accumulates for some periods of the year Greenway 1973
The PNV types can be classified into the physiognomic types based on 
parts of  ther name (Table 5). Descrptons were found for all types wth the 
excepton of  the mxtures of  broadleaved savanna and evergreen bushland. 
As the majorty of  PNV types only contan one physognomc category, 
ths means that the physognomc crtera provde clear boundares for these 
PNV types. The lstng of  several PNV types for each physognomc catego-
ry (except grassland and swamp) emphaszes that non-physognomc crtera 
must be used to dstngush between PNV that share the same physogno-
mc category (e.g., the four forest PNV types, the four savanna PNV types 
or the three bushland PNV types) (Table 5).
Snce Beentje (990) referenced the forest types that he dfferentated to the 
orgnal vegetaton maps, we used nformaton from the legend of  the org-
nal map to find the correspondence between these forest types and the PNV 
types (see also appendx II). As Beentje (990) also referred to the other for-
est classification schemes of  Greenway (1973), Lind and Morrison (1974) and 
Whte (98), we used the correspondence between Beentje (990) and the 
PNV types as a link for the other classification schemes (Table 5).
The lterature contaned qute extensve descrptons of  swamp vegetaton, 
but snce trees do not feature promnently n ths vegetaton (except for 
some menton of  Sesbania sesban and Acacia xanthophloea), the descrptons 
were kept short n the above tables (5 and 6). Several authors (Trapnell and 
Langdale-Brown 972, Whte 98) lst hgh mountan vegetaton types as 
separate physognomc types, ncludng bamboo and afro-alpne physognomc 
vegetaton types, rather than specal cases of  other physognomc types such 
as thckets or grasslands. Such separaton allows for a better dscrmnaton 
between dstnctve vegetaton types such as bamboo and grassland (Whte 
98).
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Table 5  Grouping of potential natural vegetation types onto physiognomic types, with description of vegetation 
types  summarised from the literature.
Physiog-
nomic type
Potential natu-
ral vegetation
Vegetation type in 
literature
Description �eference
High  
mountain 
vegetation
Alpine
Alpine belt
Short alpine grasses and the picturesque stands of 
giant Senecio and Lobelia
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Afro-alpine belt
A diverse vegetation type on different mountains 
with as only common vegetational feature that it 
occurs above the Ericaceous belt 
White 1978
Mixed afro-alpine com-
munities (mapping unit 
65)
Vegetation of the highest mountains of tropical 
Africa (3800 – 6000 m) that is characterised by gi-
ant senecios, giant lobelias, shrubby alchemillas and 
other plants of remarkable lifeform. There are no 
endemic genera and very few species do not occur in 
the Ericaceous and forest belts
White 1983
Dendrosenecio woodland 
and wooded grassland
Dendrosenecios occur scattered in grassland on all 
the mountains, but woodland only occurs on the 
wetter mountains (Virungas and Ruwenzori) from 
3500 – 4000 m.
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Mountain scrub-
land and moor-
land
Sub-alpine belt
Ericaceous belt characterised by heathers and tus-
sock grasses, above about 3000 m
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Ericaceous belt
Bushland, shrubland or thicket (0.5 – 8 m) domi-
nated by species of Philippia and with species of 
Erica playing an important role in the lower parts. 
The belt occurs from 2600-3400 to 3550-4100 m in 
East Africa 
White 1978
Afro-montane ever-
green bushland, thicket, 
shrubland and secondary 
grassland (mapping unit 
19a and 65)
Bushland and thickets (3-13 m) occur on most of the 
higher mountains and on the crests and summits of 
the smaller mountains. On wetter mountains where 
the ground is not very rocky and there has been 
protected from fire for several years, the dominants 
form almost impenetrable thickets. They vary greatly 
in floristic composition, but some members of the 
Ericaceae are almost always present. On shallow 
soils, shorter shrubland occurs with stunted indi-
viduals of dominant Ericaceae of the bushland and 
thicket
White 1978
Ericaceous woodland and 
wooded grassland
Upland forest gives way to woodland of giant heaths 
and heath-like plants between 3000 – 4000 m. From 
4000 - 4200 m the giant heaths diminish in size and 
then disappear
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Tussock grassland and 
moorland
The tussock grasslands may be the ultimate re-
placement of the ericaceous and Dendrosenecio 
woodlands as the result of burning or on the driest 
mountains
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Bamboo wood-
land and thicket
Mountain bamboo belt
Dense thickets of bamboo with a height of 10–15m 
and above sometimes mixed with some trees, be-
tween 2400 – 3000 m. Bamboo dies out in blocks 
and trees establish in the interval before regeneration.
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Afro-montane bamboo 
(mapping unit 19a)
In East Africa, Arundinaria alpina is mostly found 
between 2380 – 3000 m, but it ascends to 3200 m 
on Mount Kenya. It grows most vigorously on deep 
volcanic soils on gentle slopes that receive more than 
1250 mm rainfall. Flowering is gregarious at intervals 
of at least 30 years. 
White 1983

Physiog-
nomic type
Potential natu-
ral vegetation
Vegetation type in 
literature
Description �eference
High  
mountain 
vegetation
Bamboo wood-
land and thicket
Arundinaria alpina forest 
or thicket
1800 – 3330 m and more common on the upper 
part. The mountain bamboo grows most vigorously 
and forms continuous stands where rainfall exceeds 
1250 mm, where soils are deep and slopes not 
steep.
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Hagenia-Hypericum  
transition zone
In some cases (e.g., Mount Kenya and the Aberd-
ares), there is a transition zone characterised by tree 
species of Hypericum and Hagenia.
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Hagenia-Hypericum  
horizon
On some East African mountains (Mt. Kenya, but not 
Ruwenzori, Elgon or Kilimanjaro), there is a Hagenia-
Hypericum horizon above the forest and bamboo 
horizons.
White 1978
Hagenia abyssinica 
woodland or scrub forest 
(mapping unit 19a)
This type of forest characteristally form almost pure 
stands in the narrow and often interrupted zones be-
tween taller types of montane forest and the thickets 
and shrublands of the Ericaceous belt. Some stands 
have the structure of woodland or scrub forest.
White 1983
Hagenia woodland
Hagenia abyssinica has a wide altitudinal range, but 
forms woodland around 3200 m until 3500 m on 
Mount Elgon. It often coincides with the wettest 
zones, but can also be found under drier conditions, 
and can withstand low night temperatures.
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Forest
Moist montane 
forest
Wetter montane forest
Generally above 1800 m, rainfall of 1400 – 2000 
mm.
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Afro-montane rain forest 
(mapping unit 19a)
1200 – 2500 m, but the precise altitudinal limits 
vary according to the distance from the equator, sea 
and size and configuration of the massif. The mean 
rainfall lies between 1250 – 2500 mm. It differs from 
Guineo-Congolian rainforest in the occurrence of 
tree ferns (Cyathea), conifers (Podocarpus), a greater 
degree of bud protection and drip tips of leaves are 
less developed.
White 1983
Ocotea forest 1600 – 2450 m, rainfall 1600 – 2450 mm. Beentje 1990
Ocotea-Podocarpus for-
est
1700 – 2400 m, rainfall above 2226 mm.
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Aningeria-Strombosia-
Drypetes forest
1600 – 2100 m, rainfall 1600 – 2450 mm. Similar to 
Ocotea forest, but slightly fewer species.
Beentje 1990
Aningeria adolfi-friedericii 
forest
Wet montane forests 1524-2438 m.
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Albizia-Neoboutonia-
Polyscias forest
1650 – 2250 m, rainfall 1170 – 1800 mm. A margin-
al variant of the Ocotea and Aningeria-Strombosia-
Drypetes types.
Beentje 1990
Dry montane 
forest
Drier montane forest
Generally above 1800 m, rainfall of (650) 750 
– 1400 mm.
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Undifferentiated Afro-
montane forest (mapping 
unit 19a)
Shorter than afro-montane rain forest and with 
distinctive composition. It replaces afromonantane 
rain forest at higher altitudes (and sometimes lower 
altitudes) on the wetter slopes and at comparable 
altitudes on the drier slopes. It usually but not always 
receives a lower rainfall. After fire it is sometimes 
replaced by almost pure stands of Juniperus procera 
or Hagenia abyssinica
White 1983
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Physiog-
nomic type
Potential natu-
ral vegetation
Vegetation type in 
literature
Description �eference
Forest
Dry montane 
forest
Juniperus procera forest 
(mapping unit 19a)
It mostly occurs on the drier slopes of mountains 
between 1800 – 2900 m, but sometimes descends 
to 1000 m. Rainfall is 1000 – 1150 mm. Succulents 
such as Dracaena and Euphorbia candelabrum are 
absent. Juniperus procera is a strong light demander 
and does not regenerate in its own shade and there-
fore requires fires for regeneration.
White 1983
Hagenia abyssinica forest 
(mapping unit 19a)
It occurs on wetter and drier mountains between 
1800 and 3400 m. The abundance is not related 
to moisture, but it is normally absent from afro-
montane rain and undifferentiated forest. It forms 
pure stands (9-15 m) in the narrow zone between 
montane forest and the Ericaceous belt. Even at 
high altitudes, its abundance is at least partly due to 
disturbance. The best-developed stands are clearly 
forest.
White 1983
Mixed Podocarpus latifo-
lius forest (incl. Cassipou-
rea malosana forest)
1150 – 2800 m, rainfall 850 – 1250 mm. Some bam-
boo is coming in the forest.
Beentje 1990
Cassipourea malosana 
forest
2000 – 3000 m. The drier end of the Ocotea forest 
grades into this type of forest.
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Podocarpus falcatus 
forest
1800 – 2200 m, rainfall 850 – 1350 mm Beentje 1990
Juniperus-Nuxia-Podocar-
pus forest
1950 – 3050 m, rainfall 800 – 1350 mm Beentje 1990
Juniperus and Juniperus-
Olea forests
1600 – 2400 m, rainfall (675) 700 – 925 mm Beentje 1990
Juniperus forest (1067) 1829 – 2896 m in the drier highland areas
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Moist intermedi-
ate forest
Wetter intermediate and 
lowland forest
Generally below 1800 m, rainfall of 1000 – 1900 
mm
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Transitional rain forest 
(mapping unit 4)
Little has been published and only small fragments 
remain such as Kakamega forest (1520 – 1680 m) 
and forests in western Burundi (1600 – 1900 m).
White 1983
Tropical rain forest 1550 – 1800 m, rainfall 1700 – 2000 mm and above Beentje 1990
Forests of Kakamega 
region
Although these forests have species in common with 
the Lake Victoria lowland forests, they resemble 
more closely the higher level forests around 1500 m 
of Uganda.
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Newtonia forest 1250 – 1800 m, rainfall 1250 – 1580 mm Beentje 1990
Croton sylvaticus – Prem-
na maxima forest
1200 – 1850 m, rainfall 1300 mm Beentje 1990
Dry intermediate 
forest
Drier intermediate and 
lowland forest
Generally below 1800 m, rainfall of 900 – 1000 mm
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Dry transitional montane 
forest (mapping unit 19a)
On the drier slopes of East African mountains and 
uplands that rise from the Somalia-Masai plains. 
Only small fragments remain and there is little pub-
lished information. There are some well-preserved 
examples near Nairobi between 1650-1800 m and 
rainfall around 800 mm. The main canopy is 15-18 
m with emergents up to 25 m. 
White 1983
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Physiog-
nomic type
Potential natu-
ral vegetation
Vegetation type in 
literature
Description �eference
Forest
Dry intermediate 
forest
Diospyros abyssinica 
– Olea europaea forest
1600 – 1800 m, rainfall 1150 – 1300 mm Beentje 1990
Croton-Brachylaena-Cal-
odendrum forest
1600 – 1850 (2000) m, rainfall 750 – 925 mm Beentje 1990
Brachylaena-Croton for-
est
Semideciduous forests that occur on plateaus with 
rainfall 875 – 1000 mm 
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Woodland
Upland Acacia 
woodland
(none) (none) (none)
Lowland Acacia-
Commiphora 
woodland
Somalia-Masai Acacia-
Commiphora deciduous 
bushland and thicket
In higher rainfall areas, especially on rocky hills, the 
emergent trees occur closer together and are a little 
taller though scarcely ever more than 10 m. Green-
way described this as woodland
White 1983
Other woodland types 
(pp)
Closed stands in lower regions of Acacia polycantha 
ssp. campylantha, A. xanthophloea and A. tortilis 
ssp. spirocarpa
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Savanna
Moist Combre-
tum-Terminalia 
savanna
Wetter Combretum sa-
vanna
A small tree savanna with large-leaved species of 
Terminalia. Becomes woodland locally
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Guineo-Congolian 
secondary grassland, 
woodland and rainforest 
remnants (mapping unit 
11a)
Much of the rainforest has been destroyed by cul-
tivation and fire and occurs in a mosaic with small 
(usually degraded) patches of the original forest. The 
grassland is often 2 m or taller and contains an ad-
mixture of fire-hardy trees.
White 1983
Combretaceous wood-
land and savanna
Increase in effective rainfall favours this vegetatation 
type to Acacia-Themeda savanna (upland Acacia). 
Two genera of the Combretaceae family, Combretum 
and Terminalia, are common
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Dry Combretum 
savanna
Drier Combretum sa-
vanna
A small tree savanna with smaller-leaved species of 
Terminalia. Becomes woodland locally
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Acacia and allied 
vegetation on 
soils with imped-
ed drainage
Acacia savanna on flood-
plain, black clay, season-
ally waterlogged and 
hardpan
Vegetation associated with special soil and drainage 
conditions
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Upland Acacia 
savanna
Higher-level Acacia sa-
vanna
Possible exceptions to Acacias that occur on special 
soil and drainage conditions or to Acacias that are of 
secondary character. They have a grass layer of the 
Themeda order
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Acacia-Themeda wooded 
grassland
The greatest development of this important vegeta-
tion type is the broad belt that encircles the Kenya 
highlands 1200 – 1500 m with rainfall 500 – 750 
mm. The species composition varies from place to 
place depending on soil conditions and rainfall, but 
Acacia is always the commonest tree and Themeda 
triandra the dominant grass
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Bushland 
and thicket
Evergreen and 
semi-evergreen 
bushland
Evergreen and semi-ever-
green types
Evergreen and mixed evergreen and deciduous veg-
etation that were once extensive in drier parts of 
the Kenya highlands and in some parts of the Lake 
Victoria basin
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
East African evergreen 
and semi-evergreen 
bushland and thicket 
(mapping unit 45)
Vegetation that occurs on the drier slopes of moun-
tains and upland areas. It often forms an ecotone 
between montane forest (Juniperus) and Acacia-
Commiphora bushland and thicket.
White 1983
Upland Acacia 
bushland
(no reference) (no reference) (no reference)
Lowland Acacia-
Commiphora 
bushland and 
thicket
Commiphora bushlands
Vegetation with thicket density but many of the 
grotesque angularly-branched Commiphora species. 
Only some areas were well studied and the genus 
requires revision
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
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Physiog-
nomic type
Potential natu-
ral vegetation
Vegetation type in 
literature
Description �eference
Bushland 
and thicket
Lowland Acacia-
Commiphora 
bushland and 
thicket
Somalia-Masai Acacia-
Commiphora deciduous 
bushland and thicket 
(mapping unit 42, some 
secondary savanna)
The climax over the greater part of the Somalia-Ma-
sai regional centre of endemism (IV), characterised 
by dense bushland (3-5 m) with scattered emergent 
trees (9 m). Locally it is impenetrable and forms 
thickets. Only a few species have well-defined trunks 
and most species are branched near the base. Succu-
lents occur more scattered but are rarely plentiful.
White 1983
Bushland of Tsavo and 
Amboseli
The rainfall is around 750 mm. The ground cover 
is made up mainly of woody shrubs that are often 
succulent or thorny and often have small deciduous 
leaves.
Lind and Mor-
rison 1974
Semi-evergreen 
thicket
Evergreen and semi-
evergreen bushland 
and thicket and derived 
communities (mapping 
unit 45)
The climax vegetation of large parts of the Lake 
Victoria regional mosaic. Today only small islands re-
main and most of the landscape is of lightly wooded 
Acacia grassland. The thickets are established be-
cause lianes that smother the crowns of Acacia trees 
suppress the regeneration of Acacia and the vigour 
of the grass layer.
White 1983
Grassland
Open grassland 
areas on clay 
plains
Pure natural grasslands 
(pp)
Pure natural grasslands which exist in the absence of 
fire that are confined conditions of impeded drain-
age, such as vlei, mbuga, dambo, flood plains and 
certain black clay plains.
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Somalia-Masai edaphic 
grassland (unit 42, 45)
Seasonally waterlogged grassland has a very uneven 
distribution, with little information for Kenya. The 
glades also occur on non-cracking calcimorphic hard-
pan soils, where the dominants are dwarf grasses.
White 1983
Swamp
Papyrus and 
swamp
Swamp vegetation of 
permantly wet or flooded 
areas (64)
Vegetation types that are dominated by Cyperus 
papyrus and other Cyperaceae
Trapnell and 
Langdale-
Brown 1972
Halophytic vegetation 
(76)
On the eastern part of tropical Africa, halophytic 
vegetation occurs in most of the lake basins in the 
Eastern Rift, principally Lakes Turkana, Bogoria, 
Elementeita, Magadi, Natron, Manyara, Eyasi and 
Rukwa. Lakes Baringo and Naivasha are much less 
saline, probably because of subterranean outlets.
White 1983
Herbaceous fresh-water 
swamp
Most of the shallower lakes outside the Guineo-Con-
golian region have a wide belt of reed-swamp for 
which Cyperus papyrus is the main constituent
White 1983
3.2 Description of potential natural vegetation types with information 
from spatial datasets
In ths secton, we provde a descrpton of  the typcal envronmental condtons for each vegetaton 
types (Tables 6 and 7). Large overlaps can be observed between the varous PNV types (ndcated by 
overlaps between mnmum and maxmum values and by the convex hulls), often ncludng overlaps 
between the 0% - 90% quantle ranges (Tables 6 and 7, Fgures  – 5).
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Table 6  Range in altitude and climatic variables for the 17 potential natural vegetation types. Percentages 
indicate the quantiles, e.g. 10% = 3777 means that 10% of observations are smaller than 3777. Potential natural 
vegetation types are ordered by mean altitude, but forest types were grouped together.
Variable Vegetation mean min max 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%
Altitude alpine 4029.0 3737 4341 3777 3862 4027 4162 4292
scrub- and moorland 3306.0 1817 4104 3029 3115 3281 3493 3645
bamboo 2686.0 2197 3471 2363 2491 2640 2851 3099
DM forest 2324.7 1636 3329 1987 2099 2305 2520 2709
MM forest 2015.0 1414 2757 1791 1886 1981 2129 2289
DI forest 1745.0 1284 2249 1485 1562 1767 1908 2005
MI forest 1580.0 733 2161 1246 1369 1574 1779 1952
evergreen bushland 1876.0 1176 2335 1698 1788 1876 1967 2066
mixtures 1776.0 1130 2252 1362 1677 1837 1933 2017
impeded Acacia 1670.0 729 3580 1149 1269 1568 1945 2354
upland Acacia 1574.6 860 2117 1290 1442 1581 1718 1850
swamp 1570.0 955 2705 1140 1145 1524 1899 2089
moist Combretum 1526.0 1128 2065 1280 1354 1478 1687 1853
open grassland 1418.0 978 1786 1151 1333 1358 1449 1765
dry Combretum 1306.0 611 2120 1055 1137 1256 1464 1674
semi-evergreen thicket 1250.0 712 1981 1103 1177 1236 1330 1455
Acacia-Commiphora 1066.0 489 1651 734 958 1109 1220 1299
Precipitation alpine 1586.6 1354 1722 1476 1483 1564 1674 1680
scrub- and moorland 1414.1 710 1722 1209 1327 1447 1534 1600
bamboo 1226.0 534 1621 1024 1128 1243 1336 1408
DM forest 981.9 534 1562 711 813 988 1135 1238
MM forest 1334.3 688 1801 1055 1171 1336 1486 1608
DI forest 1190.0 688 1595 902 1006 1246 1337 1447
MI forest 1419.0 602 1864 1102 1334 1445 1560 1639
evergreen bushland 822.2 516 1482 587 649 745 1003 1124
mixtures 867.8 562 1257 649 729 873 993 1059
impeded Acacia 1086.3 508 1801 740 864 1102 1279 1408
upland Acacia 833.5 502 1316 627 705 827 967 1025
swamp 1229.5 532 1801 811 1061 1261 1358 1561
moist Combretum 1325.4 1001 1696 1084 1188 1360 1440 1521
Open grassland 1013.1 619 1262 694 1063 1094 1110 1122
dry Combretum 863.0 544 1243 741 790 851 943 1004
semi-evergreen thicket 1133.5 562 1728 788 1029 1153 1313 1369
Acacia-Commiphora 754.0 541 1223 600 675 769 821 869
PET alpine 991.9 888 1150 914 937 941 1030 1068
scrub- and moorland 1157.4 888 1505 977 1053 1142 1240 1369
bamboo 1246.0 987 1565 1140 1196 1238 1286 1394
DM forest 1316.0 1030 1814 1196 1241 1303 1384 1450
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Variable Vegetation mean min max 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%
MM forest 1394.2 1197 1664 1297 1333 1382 1449 1521
DI forest 1445.0 1197 1837 1366 1404 1449 1478 1519
MI forest 1531.0 1309 1839 1429 1465 1532 1601 1629
evergreen bushland 1423.5 1169 1740 1304 1380 1430 1480 1515
mixtures 1556.3 1197 1837 1389 1440 1557 1615 1783
impeded Acacia 1479.7 962 1848 1264 1398 1491 1592 1626
upland Acacia 1490.1 1230 1857 1362 1401 1498 1559 1617
swamp 1502.4 1179 1796 1358 1408 1519 1595 1610
moist Combretum 1543.5 1319 1643 1450 1502 1549 1604 1624
Open grassland 1523.6 1298 1730 1364 1538 1541 1543 1586
dry Combretum 1624.3 1321 1873 1505 1574 1627 1682 1731
semi-evergreen thicket 1573.2 1314 1862 1466 1522 1566 1596 1727
Acacia-Commiphora 1692.3 1396 1879 1587 1619 1675 1764 1837
Tmin alpine 0.3 -2.6 4.2 -1.8 -1.0 -1.0 1.8 2.1
scrub- and moorland 3.5 -2.6 12.0 -0.3 1.6 3.7 5.5 6.6
bamboo 6.6 0.6 12.3 4.1 5.5 7.0 7.6 8.5
DM forest 7.6 1.8 16.9 5.8 6.6 7.5 8.4 9.9
MM forest 9.8 5.1 14.1 8.2 9.0 9.8 10.6 11.6
DI forest 10.8 5.9 17.5 8.7 10.0 10.9 12.0 12.6
MI forest 12.5 9.1 17.2 10.8 11.4 12.4 13.5 14.8
evergreen bushland 8.9 5.9 15.2 7.4 7.9 8.6 9.7 10.6
mixtures 11.7 6.6 17.5 8.5 9.9 11.4 12.5 16.6
impeded Acacia 11.5 -0.7 17.6 7.2 9.4 11.9 13.8 14.9
upland Acacia 10.9 6.4 17.7 8.4 9.4 10.8 12.1 13.6
swamp 12.3 5.8 16.5 8.3 10.3 12.7 15.0 15.5
moist Combretum 13.0 8.5 15.4 10.8 12.1 13.1 14.1 14.6
Open grassland 13.3 7.6 15.5 8.4 13.9 14.2 14.5 14.8
dry Combretum 13.4 6.6 18.4 11.5 12.6 13.6 14.3 15.1
semi-evergreen thicket 14.2 6.6 18.0 11.9 13.8 14.7 15.0 15.5
Acacia-Commiphora 14.7 8.3 18.6 12.6 13.5 14.4 16.1 17.4
Dry months alpine 3.0 2 6 2 2 3 3 4
scrub- and moorland 4.9 2 10 3 3 5 6 8
bamboo 6.9 3 12 5 6 7 8 9
DM forest 8.6 3 12 7 7 8 10 10
MM forest 7.1 2 12 4 6 8 9 9
DI forest 7.9 4 12 6 7 8 9 10
MI forest 7.5 2 10 5 6 8 9 10
evergreen bushland 10.2 5 12 8 9 10 12 12
mixtures 9.9 7 12 8 8 10 12 12
impeded Acacia 8.8 2 12 7 8 9 10 10
upland Acacia 9.8 7 12 8 9 10 10 12
9
Variable Vegetation mean min max 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%
swamp 8.3 2 12 4 7 9 10 10
moist Combretum 8.1 4 10 6 7 8 10 10
Open grassland 10.4 9 12 10 10 10 10 12
dry Combretum 9.8 7 12 9 9 10 10 10
semi-evergreen thicket 9.6 2 12 8 9 10 10 10
Acacia-Commiphora 10.5 8 12 10 10 10 11 12
Besdes the wde range n overlap of  alttude and precptaton between 
many PNV types, Figure 1 confirms the position of  mixtures in between 
dry Combretum and evergreen bushland, although the condtons are more 
smlar to upland Acacia than dry Combretum. 
We focused on an nvestgaton of  alttude and precptaton and on dffer-
ences between PNV types of  the same physognomc category as more so-
phstcated nvestgatons n an accompanyng report explored the relaton-
shp between envronmental characterstcs and PNV types n greater detal 
(van Breugel et al. 2007). We looked at overlaps between 0% - 90% quantle 
ranges and n a few exceptons at overlaps of  25% - 75% quantle ranges (as 
ndcated). The man purpose of  the nformaton provded (tables 5 and 6) 
s to document the observed range n envronmental characterstcs that can 
be observed wthn the boundares of  the new map so that ths new map 
can be used as a method of  summarsng envronmental condtons.
Fig. 1  Range in altitude and rainfall for the 17 potential natural vegetation types. Segments 
are aligned on the mean of the other variable, the length of the segment shows 10% - 90% 
quantiles and the width of the box the 25%-75% quantiles.
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Fig. 2  Range in altitude and rainfall for the three high mountain potential natural vegeta-
tion types. Segments are aligned on the mean of the other variable, the length of the seg-
ment shows 10% - 90% quantiles and the width of the box the 25%-75% quantiles. Top: 
without concentric convex hulls, bottom: with concentric convex hulls around all points
Wthn the hgh mountan vegetaton types, there s a clear dfferentaton 
between alpne (alttude > 777 m) and scrub- and moorland (alttude < 
645 m) and a small overlap between bamboo (alttude < 099 m) and 
scrub- and moorland (alttude > 029 m). The alttudnal lmts correspond 
well wth the lterature nformaton of  800 m for mxed afro-alpne com-
muntes (Whte 98; Table 4) and 280 – 200 m (Whte 98, Table 4) or 
2400 – 000 m for bamboo (Trapnell and Langdale-Brown 972, Table 4). 
Overlaps n ranfall are consderably larger.
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Fig. 3  Range in altitude and rainfall for the four forest potential natural vegetation types. 
Segments are aligned on the mean of the other variable, the length of the segment shows 
10% - 90% quantiles and the width of the box the 25%-75% quantiles. Top: without con-
centric convex hulls, bottom: with concentric convex hulls around all points
Wthn forest PNV types, although montane forests are generally located n 
hgher locatons and most forests have larger precptaton for the majorty 
of  observatons, dfferences between forest types are not clear for the 0% 
- 90% quantle ranges: the only clear dfference can be observed for alttude 
of  DM forest (> 987 m) and MI forest (alttude < 952 m) (Table 6, Fg-
ure ). Dfferences become somewhat clearer when usng 25% - 75% quan-
tle ranges and combnng alttude and precptaton: boundares are for DM 
forest > 2099 m and < 5 mm, for MM forest they are > 886 m and > 
7 mm, for DI forest they are < 2005 m and < 7 mm and for MI forest 
they are < 952 m and > 4 mm. Besdes showng the consderable overlap 
in environmental conditions, these findings show that the altitudinal bound-
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ary reported n the lterature of  800 m (Trapnell and Langdale-Brown 972, 
Table 5) apples to montane forests, but that many sectons of  ntermedate 
forests are also above 1800 m. Likewise, the findings support the precipita-
ton boundary of  400 mm that was reported n the lterature for dry forests 
(Trapnell and Langdale-Brown 972, Table 5), although a consderable sec-
ton of  MM forest s drer than 400 mm.
For woodland types, there s a clear dfference n alttude between upland 
Acacia (alttude > 290 m) and lowland Acacia-Commiphora (alttude < 299 
m), whereas the overlap n ranfall was large. The alttude boundary approx-
mates the lmt provded n the lterature for upland Acacia savanna (another 
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Fig. 4  Range in altitude and rainfall for the two woodland potential natural vegetation 
types. Segments are aligned on the mean of the other variable, the length of the segment 
shows 10% - 90% quantiles and the width of the box the 25%-75% quantiles. Top: with-
out concentric convex hulls, bottom: with concentric convex hulls around all points
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physognomc category of  the same PNV type) of  200 m (Lnd and Mor-
rson 974), although the PNV was encountered under a larger alttudnal 
range (290 – 850 m) than these authors mentoned (200 – 500 m) 
(maybe the boundary of  500 m s related to a boundary between upland 
Acacia woodland and upland Acacia savanna).
For the savanna types, the mpeded Acacia occurs under a very wde range 
of  alttude and ranfall condtons, whch provdes support for the specal 
sol condtons under whch ths type occurs that take precedence on cl-
matc condtons (Table 6, Fgure 5). A clear dfference n precptaton can 
be observed between most Combretum (> 084 mm) and the other savanna 
types (all < 059 mm or less), except for the mpeded Acacia. There are 
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Fig. 5  Range in altitude and rainfall for the five savanna potential natural vegetation types. 
Segments are aligned on the mean of the other variable, the length of the segment shows 
10% - 90% quantiles and the width of the box the 25%-75% quantiles. Top: without con-
centric convex hulls, bottom: with concentric convex hulls around all points
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consderable overlaps n ranfall and alttude between dry Combretum, upland 
Acacia and mxtures, wth only dfferences wthn 25% - 75% quantle ranges 
for alttude n between dry Combretum (< 464 m) on the one hand and up-
land Acacia (> 442 m) and mxtures (> 677 m) on the other hand. The 
upland Acacia occurs under a wder range of  alttude than the 200 – 500 
m reported by Lnd and Morrson (974, Table 4, also see above), although 
the lower lmt reported n the lterature seems to be respected. The ranfall 
condtons of  ths PNV type are generally hgher than the 500 – 750 mm 
reported by Lnd and Morrson (974, Table 4). 
Acacia-Commiphora occurs n areas that are generally lower (< 299 m) (but 
not always drer) than upland Acacia (> 290 m) and evergreen bushland 
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Fig. 6  Range in altitude and rainfall for the five bushland or thicket potential natural veg-
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(> 698 m), and n areas that are generally drer (< 869 mm) (but not al-
ways hgher) than sem-evergreen thcket (> 788 mm) (Table 5, Fgure 6). 
Although a smlarty n ther names suggests otherwse, the evergreen bush-
land (> 698 m) can be clearly dfferentated from the sem-evergreen thck-
ets (< 455 m). There s a consderable overlap n alttude and ranfall n 
between upland Acacia and evergreen bushland, wth only clear dfferences 
for the 25% - 75% quantle ranges for alttude wth upland Acacia < 78 m 
and evergreen bushland > 788 m. The mxtures clearly occur n areas wth 
smlar condtons as evergreen bushland, whereas also contanng areas of  
lower alttude but smlar precptaton that are more typcal for dry Combre-
tum (figures 5 and 6).
Table 7  Range in topographic and edaphic variables for the 17 potential natural vegetation types. Percentages 
indicate the quantiles, e.g. 10% = 6.8 means that 10% of observations are smaller than 6.8. Potential natural 
vegetation types are ordered by mean altitude, but forest types were grouped together.
Variable Vegetation mean min max 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%
Slope alpine 14.5 2.5 30.9 6.8 9.9 13.9 18.4 21.9
scrub- and moorland 11.2 0.0 54.9 3.1 5.5 9.7 14.6 20.6
bamboo 10.3 0.3 42.7 3.4 5.8 8.7 13.5 18.8
DM forest 7.3 0.0 42.0 1.8 3.1 5.6 9.8 15.5
MM forest 8.7 0.0 52.2 2.7 4.5 7.3 11.3 16.6
DI forest 6.1 0.0 41.3 1.3 2.2 3.7 6.8 13.6
MI forest 5.3 0.0 33.5 1.4 2.5 4.3 6.7 10.6
evergreen bushland 3.5 0.0 43.2 0.7 1.1 1.9 3.5 8.0
mixtures 15.8 0.7 40.7 1.6 5.0 12.6 24.7 33.7
impeded Acacia 2.0 0.0 18.5 0.4 0.9 1.6 2.6 3.8
upland Acacia 4.1 0.0 45.7 0.7 1.2 2.2 4.4 9.5
swamp 1.9 0.0 13.3 0.3 0.6 1.1 2.4 4.4
moist Combretum 4.2 0.0 30.3 1.3 2.0 3.1 4.9 7.9
Open grassland 1.9 0.0 11.9 0.6 0.7 1.4 2.2 3.2
dry Combretum 5.0 0.0 36.0 1.0 1.7 3.1 5.8 11.3
semi-evergreen thicket 6.7 0.0 38.3 1.1 2.0 3.5 8.5 18.8
Acacia-Commiphora 4.0 0.0 35.2 0.9 1.6 2.7 4.4 8.1
TWI alpine 4.2 3.5 5.0 3.7 3.9 4.2 4.4 4.8
scrub- and moorland 4.6 3.1 6.8 3.8 4.2 4.6 5.0 5.6
bamboo 4.7 2.9 6.7 3.9 4.3 4.7 5.0 5.3
DM forest 5.1 2.9 7.7 4.1 4.6 5.1 5.6 6.1
MM forest 4.8 2.9 7.1 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.2 5.6
DI forest 5.4 3.0 8.0 4.1 4.9 5.5 6.0 6.5
MI forest 5.4 3.3 8.1 4.5 5.0 5.4 5.8 6.2
evergreen bushland 6.1 2.7 8.8 4.7 5.6 6.3 6.8 7.1
mixtures 4.4 2.8 8.1 3.1 3.6 4.3 5.1 5.9
impeded Acacia 6.5 4.1 8.4 5.7 6.1 6.5 7.0 7.3
upland Acacia 6.0 3.0 9.0 4.8 5.5 6.1 6.7 7.1
swamp 6.8 4.7 8.4 5.7 6.2 7.0 7.3 7.6
moist Combretum 5.6 3.2 7.6 4.7 5.2 5.7 6.1 6.5
Open grassland 6.6 4.9 8.1 5.7 6.2 6.6 7.0 7.3
dry Combretum 5.6 3.1 7.6 4.4 5.2 5.7 6.2 6.6
semi-evergreen thicket 5.4 2.8 8.0 3.8 4.6 5.6 6.2 6.7
Acacia-Commiphora 5.9 3.1 8.3 4.8 5.4 5.9 6.5 6.9
RD alpine 6.0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
scrub- and moorland 7.8 5 20 5 6 6 10 17
bamboo 11.3 5 22 5 5 10 15 20
DM forest 14.2 2 25 8 10 15 20 20
MM forest 15.2 2 30 5 10 15 20 20
DI forest 13.8 2 25 5 8 15 20 20
MI forest 14.7 2 30 8 10 15 20 20
evergreen bushland 13.7 2 25 8 10 10 20 20
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Variable Vegetation mean min max 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%
mixtures 12.6 5 20 8 8 10 17 20
impeded Acacia 15.0 2 40 10 10 15 20 22
upland Acacia 14.7 2 30 8 10 12 20 20
swamp 13.8 4 30 8 10 11 20 20
moist Combretum 13.0 2 30 6 10 12 16 20
Open grassland 12.2 5 20 10 10 11 11 20
dry Combretum 12.7 2 25 8 10 10 20 20
semi-evergreen thicket 12.6 2 30 8 10 10 15 20
Acacia-Commiphora 13.5 4 30 8 10 10 20 20
CEC alpine 150.0 150 150 150 150 150 150 150
scrub- and moorland 194.9 100 961 150 150 150 200 252
bamboo 251.6 0 961 200 200 226 332 380
DM forest 264.7 0 1883 100 200 263 332 380
MM forest 236.0 0 961 91 200 226 335 340
DI forest 211.9 0 1883 0 100 200 226 330
MI forest 177.2 0 575 8 81 200 226 335
evergreen bushland 324.7 0 1883 146 173 266 350 434
mixtures 346.1 100 1883 101 140 263 332 961
impeded Acacia 202.6 0 1883 0 100 190 282 400
upland Acacia 592.8 0 1883 140 150 300 650 1883
swamp 189.1 0 565 0 22 173 292 400
moist Combretum 125.7 0 575 8 40 96 193 240
Open grassland 373.6 0 1883 100 170 295 295 565
dry Combretum 253.0 0 1883 0 146 190 200 515
semi-evergreen thicket 220.9 0 1883 8 60 150 295 315
Acacia-Commiphora 381.3 0 1883 118 150 190 233 1883
pH alpine 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
scrub- and moorland 4.8 4.5 7.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 5.0 5.3
bamboo 5.4 4.5 7.5 4.5 5.0 5.0 6.0 6.5
DM forest 5.9 2.5 8.3 5.0 5.5 5.8 6.5 7.0
MM forest 5.2 4.5 8.1 4.5 4.5 5.1 5.5 6.5
DI forest 5.7 4.5 8.3 5.0 5.4 5.5 6.0 6.5
MI forest 5.4 4.5 7.5 5.0 5.1 5.5 5.5 5.9
evergreen bushland 6.3 2.5 8.5 5.1 5.8 6.1 7.0 7.6
mixtures 6.4 5.0 8.3 5.3 5.6 6.3 6.6 8.1
impeded Acacia 6.0 2.5 9.0 5.1 5.3 5.8 6.5 7.5
upland Acacia 6.7 2.5 8.8 5.5 6.0 7.0 8.0 8.0
swamp 6.2 4.5 8.5 5.1 5.4 5.9 7.0 8.0
moist Combretum 5.5 4.5 8.3 5.0 5.1 5.4 5.8 6.0
Open grassland 6.4 5.4 8.5 5.5 5.8 5.8 6.1 8.5
dry Combretum 6.1 5.0 8.3 5.5 5.9 6.0 6.1 7.0
semi-evergreen thicket 6.0 4.5 9.0 5.1 5.5 5.9 6.4 8.0
Acacia-Commiphora 6.4 5.0 8.8 5.0 5.9 6.0 7.5 8.0
% Clay alpine 31.3 30 35 30 30 30 30 35
scrub- and moorland 35.1 20 70 25 30 35 35 50
bamboo 51.3 20 70 35 50 50 70 70
DM forest 54.2 0 70 30 47 57 70 70
MM forest 61.6 0 70 35 50 70 70 70
DI forest 58.7 0 70 35 45 70 70 70
MI forest 61.4 25 70 35 50 70 70 70
evergreen bushland 52.0 0 70 25 35 52 70 70
mixtures 47.0 25 70 25 27 47 70 70
impeded Acacia 62.4 0 70 45 57 70 70 70
upland Acacia 45.4 0 70 20 30 50 70 70
swamp 61.0 22 70 35 50 70 70 70
moist Combretum 60.0 0 70 35 57 70 70 70
Open grassland 50.3 0 70 35 50 50 50 70
dry Combretum 56.3 15 70 35 47 57 70 70
semi-evergreen thicket 52.5 15 70 25 35 50 70 70
Acacia-Commiphora 47.9 15 70 27 37 50 57 70
% Sand alpine 42.4 35 45 35 35 45 45 45
scrub- and moorland 38.4 18 60 25 35 35 45 45
bamboo 26.3 10 60 18 18 25 33 35
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Variable Vegetation mean min max 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%
DM forest 27.7 10 100 18 18 25 35 45
MM forest 21.5 10 88 18 18 18 25 33
DI forest 27.6 10 100 18 18 18 35 55
MI forest 24.1 11 60 18 18 18 33 35
evergreen bushland 30.2 10 100 18 18 18 45 60
mixtures 36.3 18 60 18 18 35 58 60
impeded Acacia 23.8 10 88 18 18 18 33 36
upland Acacia 33.1 10 100 18 18 25 45 58
swamp 23.4 10 60 18 18 18 18 48
moist Combretum 25.9 18 88 18 18 18 33 35
Open grassland 24.7 10 100 10 18 25 25 25
dry Combretum 29.1 18 70 18 18 33 36 48
semi-evergreen thicket 29.9 11 70 18 18 25 36 60
Acacia-Commiphora 35.8 18 70 18 33 33 48 48
PNV types overlap much for the edaphc and topographc varables (Table 
7). For example, alpne vegetaton s the only PNV type that does not over-
lap ts range for clay percentages wth mpeded Acacia (the latter type has 
the hghest range for ths sol varable). For pH, there are only three PNV 
types that always have larger values than alpne and mountan scrub vegeta-
tion. The topographic wetness index identified impeded Acacia, open grass-
land and swamp as areas wth largest values (thus provdng some evdence 
aganst partcular sol types such as vertsols), but the only PNV types for 
whch there was no overlap was MM forest, bamboo, mountan scrub and 
alpne vegetaton. Swamp, mpeded Acacia and open grassland were also 
identified as the areas with smallest slopes, although only alpine vegetation 
had ranges that were always larger than any of  these PNV types.
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4. Discussion
4.1 Characterization of potential natural vegetation 
types 
Despte the fact that the documentaton of  the map provded lttle dscus-
son of  how the vegetaton types could be dfferentated, t was possble 
to obtan extensve descrptons from the lterature on vegetaton types for 
East Afrca or entre Afrca. The lterature provded clear crtera that allow 
dfferentatng between physognomc categores, but not always between 
PNV types of  the same physognomc category. Crtera of  ranfall and alt-
tude were provded n the lterature for the hgh mountan and forest PNV 
types, alttude was mentoned as a crteron for upland Acacia and specal sol 
condtons were provded for mpeded Acacia, open grasslands and swamps. 
No such crtera were provded for most and dry Combretum or for ever-
green and sem-evergreen bushland and sem-evergreen thckets. These are 
PNV types that only occasonally border each other on the map, however, 
so another way by whch these types can be dstngushed s by the general 
area n whch they occur (Appendx III).
We often found large overlaps n envronmental condtons, although n 
some cases clear dfferences were observed as n between upland Acacia and 
lowland Acacia-Commiphora or n between hgh mountan vegetaton types. 
Although we found a reasonable correspondence for alttudnal and pre-
cptaton lmts between the lterature and our nvestgatons, the overlaps 
in environmental conditions were confirmed by more elaborate statistical 
analyses (van Breugel et al. 2007). Overlaps n ranges were especally large 
between forest PNV types, whch are all types of  the same physognomc 
category. 
The fact that for some areas of  the orgnal map no dstncton was made 
between most montane and most ntermedate forest clearly shows that the 
original classification was based on typical species that differentiate between 
the vegetation types (i.e. a floristic classification), and not on fixed biophysi-
cal lmts such as alttude or ranfall – although forests were descrbed as 
most, dry, montane or ntermedate. Trapnell and Brunt (987) clearly men-
toned that t was not possble to dstngush between most montane and 
most ntermedate forest n the western area of  the orgnal map as heavy 
cultvaton prevented a dstncton between the two orgnal vegetaton 
types. Other clear evidence for the floristic classification prior to a climatic 
nterpretaton are the genus names used as part of  the names of  woodland, 
savanna and some bushland PNV types, such as Acacia, Combretum, Commi-
phora and Terminalia, and the names of  forest vegetaton classes (Appendx 
I and II). In hs descrpton of  forest types for Kenya, Beentje (990) uses 
vegetaton classes that were mapped by Trapnell (callng the orgnal maps 
‘a set of  excellent maps for upland Kenya’ on whch he had reled heavly 
for the dstrbuton of  forest vegetaton types), whereby he mentons that 
the names of  the forest types often refer to typcal speces, whch are not 
necessarly the domnant speces. Supplementary evdence that boundares 
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between vegetaton types are based on observed dfferences n vegetaton 
and not on bophyscal lmts are the several appearances of  approxmate 
boundares (ndcated by dashed lnes) on the eco-clmatc maps between 
forest types or between the dry montane forest and evergreen and sem-
evergreen bushland. Yet another ndcaton that envronmental dfferences 
were only inferred after vegetation types were floristically differentiated and 
mapped is the analysis by Trapnell and Griffiths (1960) of  how the bounda-
res of  the vegetaton types of  the Rft valley (dry montane forest, evergreen 
bushland and upland Acacia) could be explaned by ther lower ratos of  
ranfall over alttude (< 6 nches of  ranfall per 000 feet alttude; ths rato 
is confirmed by our data and the pattern can also be observed in Figure 1 as 
the rato can also be expressed as a rato of  000 mm per 2000 m).
A possble shortcomng n the approach of  overlayng the new map wth n-
terpolated surface layers s that where values were dfferent (e.g., lower ranfall 
or hgher temperatures), we do not know whether the dfference was smply 
caused by the replacement of  the PNV by secondary vegetaton, or because 
of  a weaker lnk between PNV and the spatal data that we used. A possble 
way to deal wth ths problem would be to lmt the analyss to areas where t 
s known that the PNV occurs, but we dd not have access to such nforma-
ton. However, although clmate and edaphc patterns may have changed, alt-
tude wll have remaned more or less the same as wll the derved topographc 
varables, and conclusons for overlaps n topographc varables wll therefore 
reman the same whether the PNV or a secondary vegetaton type generated 
the envronmental layers (although t s also true that elevaton changes; the 
hghest peak of  Mount Kenya s for example beleved to have been over 6000 
m whereas the hghest peak s now 599 m [Ojany 2004]).
Envronmental layers may also have suffered n accuracy from the nterpola-
ton process that was used to obtan a complete surface layer, so that actual 
trends n between observaton ponts may be dfferent than statstcally nter-
polated. The only method to find out whether patterns as shown by the vege-
taton boundares on the map are more correct than those of  the nterpolated 
surface layers would be to nvestgate whether patterns n the envronmental 
layer are significantly different at opposite sites of  a vegetation boundary in 
areas where nterpolated surface layers show a more gradual trend, preferably 
by direct observations of  climatic variables. Similarly, obtaining point-specific 
sol characterstcs rather than nferrng the characterstcs of  the domnant 
sol type may also ncrease the correspondence between sol characterstcs 
and the dstrbuton of  PNV, especally for the three PNV types that occur 
under sols wth mpeded dranage (van Breugel et al. 2007).
The ncomplete correspondence of  clmatc and vegetaton patterns left 
some room for a possible misclassification of  the Diospyros-Olea forest type 
as a dry ntermedate forest. An nvestgaton of  clmatc varables for ths 
forest type showed that the condtons were ntermedate between dry nter-
medate and most ntermedate forests, wth n fact mean annual precpta-
ton closer to that of  most ntermedate forest, although such analyss was 
also affected by the resoluton of  the clmate layers (van Breugel, 2007, un-
publshed data).
0
Whte (98, p. 64) mentons that the dstncton between wet and dry for-
est types is difficult to apply due to the wide tolerance of  many species. He 
does, however, dfferentate between afro-montane ran forest and undf-
ferentated afro-montane forest where he mentons that the latter replaces 
ran forest on drer slopes at the same alttude and on the wetter slopes at 
hgher alttudes. Elsewhere he stated that afro-montane ran forest speces 
have relatvely restrcted ranges of  humdty and temperature and are con-
fined to the wetter parts of  the mountains (White 1978). He also described 
an apparent paradox of  Afrcan vegetaton that most speces of  the afro-
montane ran forest are restrcted to mountans but have congenerc speces 
that occur n lowland areas, whereas most speces of  the undfferentated 
afro-montane forest descend n the surroundng plateaus and have no close 
relatves n lowland tropcs (Whte 978). The map of  the PNV types shows 
that dry montane forest occurs above most montane forest on the wetter 
slopes of  Mount Kenya and Mount Elgon. The fact that ranfall s lower at 
hgher alttudes shows that the dstncton between most and dry forests 
remans vald (although the clmate layers lack much of  the requred resolu-
ton to make the dstncton), and we therefore nterpreted undfferentated 
Afro-montane forest as dry montane forest (Table 5).
The afro-montane ran forest descrbed by Whte (98) (wth elevaton 
boundares of  200 – 2500 m) expands nto most ntermedate forest n the 
eastern part of  the map (see also Fgure ). Snce most ntermedate for-
est obtaned a separate descrpton for the western part of  the map only (as 
transtonal ran forest), we nterpreted the afro-montane ran forest as pr-
marly a descrpton of  most montane forest. Some of  the speces that are 
lsted for most montane forest n an accompanyng document may there-
fore be expected to occur only or also n most ntermedate forest (Kndt et 
al. 2007). 
Two PNV types, upland Acacia woodland, savanna and bushland, and 
lowland Acacia woodland, bushland and thcket, contaned varous physo-
gnomc categores. Two crtera that dfferentate between these two types 
include a separation between highland and lowland areas (we confirmed a 
boundary n alttude around 00 m between the two types) and the co-dom-
nance of  Commiphora for the lowland Acacia types. The physognomc struc-
ture offers an addtonal key to dfferentate between the two types, as savanna 
s only lsted for the upland Acacia, whereas Whte (98) makes a reservaton 
aganst the use of  woodland for lowland Acacia, snce the trees are only slght-
ly larger than bushland (0 m) and such woodland only occurs n localsed 
positions (White 1983, Table 5). The preliminary classification of  Trapnell 
(Trapnell and Griffiths 1960) reserved the woodlands and savannas for upland 
Acacia types, and bushland and thcket for lowland Acacia types. Based on all 
these references, we nterpret the upland Acacia vegetaton as manly wood-
land and savanna, whereas the lowland Acacia-Commiphora s manly bush-
land and thckets. However, the descrpton of  the clmate type provded by 
Trapnell and Brunt (987, Table ) only mentons bushland for the upland 
Acacia, whereas the orgnal map lsted a larger range of  physognomc types 
that may stll be the best physognomc descrpton of  both PNV types.

Most Combretum savanna s probably secondary vegetaton and not a PNV 
type. For ths reason, the vegetaton n the area was mapped by Whte 
(98) as a mosac of  Guneo-Congolan ranforest and secondary grass-
land. Trapnell and Brunt (987) also menton that nformaton that became 
avalable after the maps were publshed (we expect that ths may have been 
the classification by White [1983]) suggested that moist Combretum-Terminalia 
savanna was secondary to forest (east of  Bungoma) or to sem-evergreen 
thicket (west of  Bungoma). Our data confirm the similarity in altitude and 
ranfall between most Combretum (280 – 85 m, 084 – 52 mm) and 
most ntermedate forest (246 – 952 m, 02 – 69 mm), whereas the 
dfference n ranfall compared to the other savanna types was also clear 
(Table 6, Fgure 5). The ranfall range observed for the savanna types (Fg-
ure 5) are generally above the 56 - 784 mm boundary above whch Afrcan 
savannas can only be mantaned by current dsturbance patterns by hu-
mans, browsers or fire as they would otherwise become woodlands (Sanka-
ran et al. 2005). This finding does not conflict with the definition of  PNV as 
the definition includes all present conditions, but means that explanations 
of  the dstrbuton of  the savanna PNV should also nclude nformaton on 
dsturbance patterns.
A PNV type wth no eco-clmatc equvalent other than the three PNV on 
sols wth mpeded dranage, s broad-leaved savanna-evergreen bushland 
mixtures (Table 2). The name suggests that this vegetation forms a fine-scaled 
mosac of  Combretum savanna and evergreen and sem-evergreen bushland. 
Another nterpretaton could be that such zones are ecotones (see below), 
whch s further suggested by the menton of  a md-Combretum savanna type 
(n between most and dry savanna) that ncludes evergreen bushland trans-
tion types (Trapnell and Griffiths 1960). This PNV type occupies a small area 
n the map (only alpne s smaller) and s almost always adjacent to evergreen 
bushland. Our analysis confirmed that environmental conditions of  the mix-
tures are n between those of  the two component PNV types.
4.2  The use of vegetation maps
The classcal methodology of  phytosocologsts s to classfy plant commu-
ntes by movng through a landscape, observng that certan knds of  plant 
communtes repeat themselves under smlar envronmental condtons and 
then groupng these plant communtes nto vegetaton types (Whttaker 
1978). The fundamental assumption for classification and mapping of  dif-
ferent types of  plant communities is therefore that they can be identified 
as dscrete unts n the landscape. Ths assumpton has long been debated 
wthn the hstory of  plant ecology, where the most extreme vews are those 
expressed as the superorgansm concept (Clements 96) and the ndvdu-
alstc concept (Gleason 97). In the superorgansm concept, a communty 
wll undrectonally change to a mono-clmax state n a smlar way that an 
organsm develops. In the ndvdualstc concept, each speces has a unque 
dstrbuton n space and tme and all communtes ntergrate contnuously, 
so that the chance that a communty repeats tself  s statstcally neglgble. 
The current vew s somewhere n the mddle of  both extremes, as even the 
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proponent of  the ndvdualstc dstrbuton hmself  never doubted the re-
alty of  plant communtes and the dfferent vewponts on plant commun-
tes can be related to the landscapes n whch Clements (a prare landscape 
seen from horseback) and Gleason (a forested landscape n whch he often 
walked) grew up n (van der Maarel 2005). 
The current vew on plant communtes s ntermedate n agreeng that some 
communtes repeat themselves n tme and space, but that a consderable 
fracton of  landscape mosacs conssts of  ecotones (Kent and Coker 995; 
van der Maarel 2005). Wthn ecotones, speces reach ther local dstrbuton 
boundary in species-specific ways so that no sharp boundaries can be ob-
served between plant communities (van der Maarel 2005). A current defini-
ton of  plant communtes (that can be expanded nto ecosystems) s that of  ‘a 
piece of  vegetation in a uniform environment with a relatively uniform floris-
tc composton and structure that s dstnct from the surroundng vegetaton’ 
(van der Maarel 2005). The ncluson of  ‘relatve’ unform composton and 
structure in this definition shows that plant communities can be determined, 
despte the fact that speces’ dstrbutons do not always concde completely 
wth those of  communtes. Austn (2005) mentons that communtes are ab-
stractons of  geographcal space and that the contnuum aspect s an abstrac-
ton of  envronmental space. It s possble to make a reasonable predcton of  
the assocaton of  speces that would occur on any ste, but a certan speces 
may also occur together wth another set of  speces n stes wth dfferent 
condtons (Kent and Coker 995, Pdwrny 2006).
Several authors have observed that there s a good correspondence be-
tween geographc patterns of  vegetaton and those of  clmate (e.g., Nahal 
98, Prentce et al. 1992, Zeng and Neelin 2000), although climate change 
may alter such relatonshps (e.g., Bawa and Markham 995, Peng 2000, 
Masln 2004, Lenhan et al. 200). It s therefore possble to nfer clmatc 
condtons from nformaton on vegetaton types. Gven that networks of  
clmate statons are dmnshng and that resoluton of  spatal datasets s 
often not of  the same detal as hstorc vegetaton maps, t s therefore pos-
sble that vegetaton maps provde a more nformatve descrpton of  the 
clmatc patterns of  a certan area than other sources of  nformaton. Ths 
s an assumpton that can be tested wth our maps as t provdes detaled 
boundares. An llustratve example s that when a detaled vegetaton map 
of  Nepal (Shrestha et al. 200) was overlad by a topographc map (Indan 
Survey Map, Quarter nches seres, Survey of  Inda, 94-926), a botanst 
observed that a vegetaton type occurred at an unusual alttude n one area 
(Lllesø et al. 2005). During field checking, it was found out that the vegeta-
ton type was correct and the topographc map was wrong n that partcular 
area (T.B. Shrestha, personal communcaton).
Since vegetation is defined as plant cover, it is clear that there is a link be-
tween the dstrbuton of  plant speces and that of  vegetaton types (such 
lnks are also clear as typcal speces can be lsted for vegetaton types n 
vegetaton descrptons or that typcal vegetaton types are lsted for speces, 
but see the discussion above about vegetation classification and ecotones). As 
a result of  the correspondence between clmate, vegetaton and speces, the 
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vegetaton map of  Afrca developed by Frank Whte turned out to provde 
boundaries of  floristic regions (phytochoria) that showed continental patterns 
of  plant endemsm, although no a priori nformaton on speces dstrbuton 
had been used to delneate the boundares (Whte 98, p. 4). Snce vegeta-
ton types, clmate and taxonomc composton all correspond to each other, 
t s also possble to nfer prehstorc clmatc condtons from nformaton on 
the hstorcal taxonomc composton of  plants (e.g. Jolly et al. 998, Elenga 
et al. 2000). All these findings point in the direction that vegetation maps can 
also be used to nfer the dstrbuton of  ndvdual speces, whch s further 
dscussed n an accompanyng document (Kndt et al. 2007).
4.3 Limitations of vegetation maps
Although vegetaton maps can be used to document the dstrbuton of  
speces, vegetaton maps are not necessarly correct for all speces (Olson 
et al. 200). No sngle bogeographc framework s optmal for all taxa but 
provdes a compromse for as many taxa as possble, and ecoregons con-
tan some habtats that dffer from the assgned bome (Whttaker 978, 
Olson et al. 200). That vegetaton maps do not provde the dstrbuton 
for all speces s also shown by the crteron of  50% of  endemsm (and not 
00%) used as a crteron for Afrcan phytochora (Whte 98). It has to be 
ponted out as well that the correspondence between vegetaton and clmate 
s not completely known. Global models therefore do not gve predctons 
of  clmate that are vald everywhere (Prentce et al. 992).
We want to make t very clear that there may be several lmtatons to the use 
of  the new PNV maps, although we do not want to mply that we dsagree 
wth our earler statement that PNV maps have much to offer to agroforestry. 
One of  the lmtatons s that some ste condtons may have changed so 
much that t s not possble to grow a partcular speces n a place at present, 
although the speces was growng there before. Another lmtaton s concep-
tual: the range where a speces occurs may only n part overlap wth the range 
where a certan vegetaton type occurs, or the same speces may occur n a 
wde range of  vegetaton types. However, the second stuaton can be used as 
a practcal advantage because f  a speces occurs n more than one vegetaton 
type, t ndcates that the speces probably conssts of  dfferent populatons 
that are adapted to dfferent envronments. In such stuatons, specal care 
should be taken f  the speces s to be utlsed for plantng or s n need of  
conservaton (for an n depth dscusson of  ths common stuaton, see Grau-
dal et al. 997 and Lllesø et al. 200). The thrd lmtaton s closely related to 
the second one: by classfyng vegetaton n a number of  types, some nforma-
ton on the natural varaton n vegetaton s lost. Not all boundares between 
vegetaton types are abrupt and n many stuatons do ecotones exst between 
the vegetaton types. More detals on these three lmtatons of  PNV maps are 
provded n an accompanyng document (Kndt et al. 2007). We want to em-
phasze that these lmtatons do not mean that the new maps should not be 
used, but we advse that the maps (.e. plotted boundares between vegetaton 
types) should be nterpreted cautously.
4
5. Conclusion/recommendations
 
Although the orgnal authors of  the vegetaton maps provded lmted n-
formaton on the crtera that they used to dfferentate between the varous 
vegetaton types that they mapped at hgh resoluton (they dd not provde 
any definition of  the various types that they mapped), we managed to obtain 
descrptons of  each type from other sources of  lterature and from geo-spa-
tial datasets. These findings increase our confidence in the accuracy of  the 
orgnal maps and n usng these maps to obtan nformaton on clmatc and 
edaphc dfferences wthn the study area, although users of  the maps should 
also be aware of  lmtatons of  the maps n portrayng ecotones or the pos-
sblty of  fundamental changes n the botc and abotc condtons that gve 
rise to a specific potential natural vegetation type (e.g. the influence of  global 
clmatc change or the effect of  fragmentaton on natural regeneraton). In an 
accompanyng document (Kndt et al. 2007) we provide information on floris-
tc dfferences between PNV types that can be used as an addtonal crteron 
to dfferentate between vegetaton types and another argument n favour of  
usng the maps as a decson support tool for the selecton of  ndgenous tree 
speces for a partcular area.
Snce global maps of  vegetaton and ecoregons contnue to be used to 
study the dstrbuton of  bodversty and to focus conservaton efforts, we 
beleve that we can contrbute to these processes by () provdng spatal 
nformaton that provdes more detaled boundares between vegetaton or 
ecoregonal types; () provdng speces lsts that can be added to these veg-
etation types; and (iii) providing definitions of  vegetation types that can be 
tested by ground truthng. In addton to ths, the potental natural vegeta-
ton maps can now be used to test the hypothess that growth and health of  
indigenous species are influenced by patterns of  natural vegetation, which 
wll then gve nformaton on genetc dfferentaton among the dfferent 
populatons of  ndgenous tree speces and how these genetc dstrbuton 
patterns wll affect the long term survval of  the speces.
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7. Appendices 
Appendix I. Correspondence between potential natural vegetation types 
and original vegetation types (groups, subgroups and classes) 
Potential natural 
vegetation
Code Original group or subgroup Original class
Bamboo wood-
land and thicket
41 High mountain woodland Clearings and scrub from bamboo vegetation
48 High mountain woodland
High mountain woodland (Hagenia-Hypericum woodland and 
scrub)
51 High mountain woodland Bamboo woodland and scrubland
59 High mountain woodland Mountain bamboo thicket
�ountain  
scrubland and 
moorland
7 High mountain vegetation Undifferentiated moorland
15 High mountain scrub types High mountain scrub types, undifferentiated
Alpine  
vegetation
7 High mountain vegetation Alpine (Giant groundsel and Lobelia) vegetation
�oist montane 
forest
2 (pp)
Open grassland types on drained 
soils
Other grasslands and scrub grasslands of forest origin, undiffer-
entiated
3 (pp)
Montane open grasslands and for-
est glades
Undifferentiated forest glades
4 (pp)
Broad-leaved savanna types of prob-
able forest origin
Cultivated Erythrina and Erythrina-Vernonia types (savanna-like 
vegetation), undifferentiated
5 (pp)
Montane Acacia vegetation of prob-
able forest origin
Undifferentiated secondary and valley types
26
Clearings and cultivation commu-
nities from upper moist montane 
forest
Undifferentiated clearings and cultivations
27
Montane evergreen and sclerophyll 
forest types
Moist montane forest, undifferentiated
35 (pp)
Clearings and cultivation communi-
ties from moist montane and inter-
mediate forests
Undifferentiated clearings and scrub / Catha edulis thicket and 
scrub mixtures
49 (pp)
Broad-leaved savanna types of prob-
able forest origin
Faurea, Protea, Erythrina and Combretum hill types, undifferenti-
ated
Dry montane 
forest
2 (pp)
Open grassland types on drained 
soils
Other grasslands and scrub grasslands of forest origin, undiffer-
entiated
3 (pp)
Montane open grasslands and for-
est glades
Undifferentiated forest glades
4 (pp)
Broad-leaved savanna types of prob-
able forest origin
Cultivated Erythrina and Erythrina-Vernonia types (savanna-like 
vegetation), undifferentiated
5 (pp)
Montane Acacia vegetation of prob-
able forest origin
Undifferentiated secondary and valley types
10
Upland Acacia savanna of probable 
montane sclerophyll (dry Juniperus 
type) forest origin
Acacia types
13
Semi-deciduous bushland of prob-
able montane sclerophyll forest 
origin
Dodonaea-Tarchonanthus mixture
14
Semi-deciduous bushland of prob-
able montane sclerophyll forest 
origin
Evergreen woodlands
16
Clearings and cultivation communi-
ties from montane sclerophyll forest
Secondary mountain scrub and scrub grassland
42
Potential natural 
vegetation
Code Original group or subgroup Original class
Dry montane 
forest
17
Clearings and cultivation communi-
ties from montane sclerophyll forest
Juniperus and Acokanthera tree-grassland
31 (!)
Montane Acacia vegetation of prob-
able forest origin
Montane Acacia with Tarchonanthus
39
Montane evergreen and sclerophyll 
forest types
Dry Juniperus type
42
Montane evergreen and sclerophyll 
forest types
Montane sclerophyll forest, undifferentiated
49 (pp)
Broad-leaved savanna types of prob-
able forest origin
Faurea, Protea, Erythrina and Combretum hill types, undifferenti-
ated
�oist  
ntermediate  
forest
2 (pp)
Open grassland types on drained 
soils
Other grasslands and scrub grasslands of forest origin, undiffer-
entiated
3 (pp)
Montane open grasslands and for-
est glades
Undifferentiated forest glades
4 (pp)
Broad-leaved savanna types of prob-
able forest origin
Cultivated Erythrina and Erythrina-Vernonia types (savanna-like 
vegetation), undifferentiated
5 (pp)
Montane Acacia vegetation of prob-
able forest origin
Undifferentiated secondary and valley types
25
Clearings and cultivation communi-
ties from lower moist intermediate 
forest
Undifferentiated clearings and cultivations / riverine alluvium
27
Montane evergreen and sclerophyll 
forest types
Moist Montane forest, undifferentiated
35 (pp)
Clearings and cultivation communi-
ties from moist montane and inter-
mediate forests
Undifferentiated clearings and scrub / Catha edulis thicket and 
scrub mixtures
36
Intermediate, mainly semi-decidu-
ous forest types
Moist Intermediate forest, undifferentiated
49 (pp)
Broad-leaved savanna types of prob-
able forest origin
Faurea, Protea, Erythrina and Combretum hill types, undifferenti-
ated
Dry  
intermediate 
forest
2 (pp)
Open grassland types on drained 
soils
Other grasslands and scrub grasslands of forest origin, undiffer-
entiated
3 (pp)
Montane open grasslands and for-
est glades
Undifferentiated forest glades
4 (pp)
Broad-leaved savanna types of prob-
able forest origin
Cultivated Erythrina and Erythrina-Vernonia types (savanna-like 
vegetation), undifferentiated
5 (pp)
Montane Acacia vegetation of prob-
able forest origin
Undifferentiated secondary and valley types
17
Clearings and cultivation communi-
ties from intermediate Diospyros 
(-Olea) forest
Undifferentiated clearings and scrub
18
Intermediate, mainly semi-decidu-
ous forest types
Intermediate Diospyros-Olea forest
23
Semi-deciduous bushland of prob-
able dry intermediate forest forest 
origin, Croton and allied scarp types
Dodonaea-Tarchonanthus mixture
23
Semi-deciduous bushland of prob-
able intermediate Diospyros (-Olea) 
forest origin
Dodonaea-Tarchonanthus mixture
34
Clearings and cultivation communi-
ties from dry intermediate forest
Undifferentiated clearings and scrub
36
Intermediate, mainly semi-decidu-
ous forest types
Moist Intermediate forest, undifferentiated
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vegetation
Code Original group or subgroup Original class
Dry  
intermediate 
forest
45
Intermediate, mainly semi-decidu-
ous forest types
Dry intermediate forest, undifferentiated
49 (pp)
Broad-leaved Savanna types of 
probable forest origin
Faurea, Protea, Erythrina and Combretum hill types, undifferenti-
ated
Upland Acacia 
woodland,  
savanna and 
bushland
19
Upland Acacia woodlands, savanna 
and bushland
Transitional Acacia mixtures, undifferentiated
29
Upland Acacia woodlands, savanna 
and bushland
Proper upland Acacia type, undifferentiated
30 Acacia on recent alluvium Acacia xanthophloea type (and Acacia kirkii)
55
Upland Acaciatypes with Tarcho-
nanthus
Tarchonanthus-Acacia
Broad-leaved 
savanna-ever-
green bushland 
mixtures
52
Broad-leaved savanna-evergreen 
bushland Mixtures
Mixed savanna and bushland species, undifferentiated
Acacia-Commi-
phora low wood-
land, thicket and 
bushland
6 Acacia-desert scrub vegetation Acaciascrubland
11 Mixed dry Acacia vegetation Mixed Acacia bushland
12 Acacia-desert scrub vegetation Acacia tortilis-desert shrub on alluvium
19
Acacia-Commiphora low woodland, 
thicket and bushland
Combretum Acacia-Commiphora transition type
20
Acacia-Commiphora low woodland, 
thicket and bushland
Commiphora - Acacia vegetation, undifferentiated
21 Mixed dry Acacia vegetation Acacia thickets and woodlands
Dry Combretum 
savanna
43
Dry / Eastern Combretum and allied 
vegetation
Undifferentiated dry Combretum types, including cultivated areas
�oist Combre-
tum-Terminalia 
savanna
40
Moist Combretum and allied veg-
etation
Undifferentiated Combretum-Terminalia types, including culti-
vated areas
Evergreen and 
semi-decidous 
bushland
1
Open grasslands from evergreen 
and semi-deciduous bushland
Undifferentiated secondary grasslands
10
Upland Acacia (types) from ever-
green and semi-Deciduous Bushland
Acacia derived savanna
13
Upland evergreen and semi-decidu-
ous bushland types
Open evergreen and semi-deciduous bushland of central Rift 
region, undifferentiated
14
Upland evergreen and semi-decidu-
ous bushland types
Open evergreen and Acacia-evergreen bushland of Eldoret pla-
teau region, undifferentiated
22
Upland Acacia (types) from ever-
green and semi-deciduous Bushland
Acacia brevispica
24
Upland evergreen and semi-decidu-
ous bushland types
Upland dense evergreen (woodland and) bushland, undifferenti-
ated
58
Upland evergreen and semi-decidu-
ous bushland types
Tarchonanthus ridges
61
Upland Acacia (types) from ever-
green and semi-deciduous Bushland
Allied Acacia drepanolobium vegetation
Semi-evergreen 
thicket
37
Broad-leaved savanna mixtures of 
semi-evergreen thicket origin
Denuded hill country with thicket remnants, probably with sec-
ondary Acacia
44
Broad-leaved savanna mixtures of 
semi-evergreen thicket origin
Heeria - Rhus and allied Lannea and Acacia-Lannea savanna
46
Intermediate semi-evergreen thicket 
and deciduous thicket (and associ-
ated types)
Derived clearings, cultivation communities and bushland, undif-
ferentiated
50
Broad-leaved savanna mixtures of 
semi-evergreen thicket origin
Semi evergreen or deciduous thicket mixtures
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vegetation
Code Original group or subgroup Original class
Semi-evergreen 
thicket
60
Intermediate semi-evergreen thicket 
and deciduous thicket (and associ-
ated types)
Intermediate semi-evergreen ticket
62
Intermediate semi-evergreen thicket 
and deciduous thicket (and associ-
ated types)
Intermediate secondary Acacia thicket (Acacia brevispica escarp-
ment thicket)
101
Open grassland types on drained 
soils
Open grasslands of semi-evergreen thicket origin
Papyrus and 
swamp
9
vegetation of soils with impeded 
drainage
Papyrus, swamp grass and reed swamp
Open grassland 
areas on clay 
plains
32 Open grassland areas on clay plains Saline grassland and salt pans
Acacia and allied 
vegetation on 
clay plains
8
Grasslands and clump-grasslands, 
undifferentiated
Vlei and drainage-line types
47
Acacia and allied vegetation on clay 
plains
Themeda and Themeda - Pennisetum (mezianum) grasslands
56
Acacia and allied vegetation on clay 
plains
Acacia and allied vegetation on clay plains, undifferentiated
(!): Reclassified into various forest types based on the ecoclimaric map (see methods).
(pp): "pro parte", part of the whole vegetation type.
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Appendix II. Correspondence between vegetation 
classes and subclasses of the original map. The code 
for the vegetation class corresponds to Appendix I.
Code Original subclass
1 Achyranthes - Justicia dwarf  scrub - grasslands
Grasslands of  Eldoret Plateau regon
Open grasslands of  sem-evergreen thcket orgn
2 From dry Juniperus forest
From most montane and ntermedate forests
From montane sclerophyll (most Juniperus) forest
4 From dry ntermedate forest
From ntermedate Diospyros-Olea forest
From most ntermedate forest
From montane sclerophyll forest
5 From ntermedate Diospyros forest
From most ntermedate forest
From most montane forest
From montane sclerophyll forest
6 Acacia reficiens ssp. misera bushland
Acacia sem-desert scrub
8 Clump grassland wth Acacia gerrard
Evergreen clump-grassland on vle sols
10 Acacia brevispica, A. mellifera, etc
Acacia drepanolobium derved savanna
Acacia gerrardii and A. seyal derved savanna
Acacia hock derved savanna
11 Mxed Acacia bushland of  Ath Valley
Mxed Acacia bushland of  Barngo basn
Mxed Acacia scarp bushland
13 Dodonaea and Dodonaea-Combretum
Dodonaea-Olinia and Dodonaea-Combretum
Dodonaea-Tarchonanthus mxture
Evergreen bush-clump vegetaton
Open Marua grassland wth Psiadia, etc.
Open Rhus-Acacia gerrardii bushland
Open Rhus-Olea and Acokanthera bushland
Scattered Euphorbia, (Balanites, etc) n bushland
Tarchonanthus wth Acacia gerrardii, A. seyal, etc
Tarchonanthus wth broad-leaved savanna speces
Tarchonanthus wth dry thcket elements
Tarchonanthus wth evergreen bushes
Tarchonanthus wth upland or montane Acacia
Tarchonanthus wth scattered evergreens
Tarchonanthus-Acacia drepanolobium
Tarchonanthus-Maerua alluvum
Uvaria and Dodonaea-Uvaria
14 Dense evergreen woodland and bushland
Open evergreen and sem-decduous bushland
Mxed Rhus clump-Acacia gerrardii type
Olea-Rhus clumps wth Hyparrhenia
15 Tree heather, low-level mxtures
Tree heather, thcket and scrub
16 Clearngs and scrub from margnal types
Clearngs and scrub from Podocarpus and most Juniperus types
Cultvated most Vernonia etc.
Most Juniperus clump-grassland
Podocarpus and most Juniperus grassland
17 Acokanthera and alled tree-grassland
Burnt-out clump grassland
Clearngs and scrub from dry Juniperus type
Dry Juniperus clumps and tree-grassland
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Code Original subclass
Dombeya and alled clump vegetaton
Evergreen clump-grassland
19 Acacia -Combretum mxtures
Acacia tortilis-Terminalia etc
Albizia sericocephala-Acacia type
Combretum Acacia - Commiphora transton type
20 Acacia brevipica transton thcket
Acacia tortilis etc cultvated areas
Acacia-Comniphora bushland
Commiphora thcket and woodland
Open Acacia - Commiphora wth Adansonia
Open Acacia tortls
21 Acacia thcket wth Cappardaceae (alluvum)
Acacia tortilis woodland (alluvum)
22
Acacia brevispica - Acacia drepanolobium wth evergreen elements on basement 
sols
Acacia brevispica - Acacia drepanolobium wth evergreen elements on lava sols
23 Dodonaea and Dodonaea-Combretum
Dodonaea-Tarchonanthus mxture
Tarchononthus
24 Derved evergreen or sem-decduous thcket
Evergreen or sem-decduous lava bushland
Margnal dry thcket wth succulents
25 Chlorophora tall grass areas
Cordia-Acacia-Erythrina wth scattered Chlorophora
Cultvated Albizia-Bridelia-Vernonia
Cultvated Albizia-Bridelia-Vernonia wth scattered Chlorophora
Cultvated Cordia-Bridelia types
Cultvated Cordia-Markhamia-Croton
Cultvated Croton -Lantana areas
Cultvated Croton-Vernonia-Acanthus
Cultvated Macaranga, Harungana etc
Margnal Cordia mxtures wth savanna trees
Rverne alluvum from ntermedate forest
Rverne alluvum wth Cholorphora
26 Cultvated areas wth Conopharyngia
Cultvated areas wth Cordia and Prunus
Cultvated areas wth Cyperus
Cultvated areas wth Hagenia
Cultvated Triumfetta, Clerodendron and bracken
Myrica-Harungana and other Myrica mxtures
27 Albizia-Polyscias and Neoboutonia types
Aningeria hgh forest type
Forest wth Catha edulis belts
Margnal Macaranga type
Ocotea hgh forest type
Podocarpus milanjianus type
Upper margnal type
29 Acacia brevispica and A. tortilis scarp types
Acacia drepanolobium - Pennisetum stramineum
Acacia etbaica - A. brevispica thcket and bushland
Acacia mellifera - Pennisetum stramineum
Acacia tortilis belts
Open Acacia tree-grassland types
Undfferentated basement complex types
Upland Acacia, Barngo basn type
30 Acacia gerrardii type
Acacia kirkii type
Acacia polyacantha type
34 Cultvated Albizia-Croton-Cordia type
Cultvated areas wth Croton macrostachyus
Cultvated Croton - Erythrina - Lantana
Cultvated wth Euclea remnants
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Code Original subclass
35 Catha edulis thcket and scrub mxtures
Cultvated Croton and Vernonia-Clerodendron
Cultvated Kkuyu grass areas
Cultvated Macaranga, Harungana etc
Cultvated Prunus and Prunus-Cordia-Albizia
Cultvated Triumfetta - Vernonia
Maesa and alled scrub
36 Croton megalocarpus type
Lovoa swynnertonii type
Margnal Croton megalocarpus
Margnal Premna type
Newtonia buchananii type
40 Burnt-out savanna grassland areas
Combretum wth Euclea schimperi
Combretum wth sem-evergreen thcket termtara
Cultvated Ficus, Albizia, etc
Cultvated Vernonia, Bridelia, etc
Derved Acacia and Acacia-Combretum
Erythrina-Heeria-Combretum type
Faurea speciosa-Combretum-Erythrina type
Parinari and Parinari - Combretum mxtures
Piliostigma and Combretum - Piliostigma on clay plans
42 Euphorbia type wth lttle Podocarpus
Forest regrowth wth Dombeya etc
Margnal Prunus type or alled type
Podocarpus gracilior and mxed Podocarpus types
Podocarpus milanjianus type
Podocarpus-Juniperus and most Juniperus types
Upper margnal type
43 Burnt out grassland and Acacia-grassland areas
Combretum and Heeria-Combretum types
Combretum wth evergreen bush-clumps
Combretum wth sparse Dodonaea
Combretum-Comniphora mxtures
Combretum-Diospyros type
Cultvated Thespesia, Piliostigma and Croton areas
Derved Acacia and Acacia-Combretum
Derved Lantana and Lantana-Combretum
Faurea saligna-Combretum type
Parinari-Combretum and Faurea mxtures
Terminalia and Combretum-Terminalia types
45 Brachylaena hutchinsii type
Croton megalocarpus type
Margnal Calodendron type
Margnal Croton scarp type
46 Acacia brevispica-Rhus-Harrisonia type
Albizia coriaria-Turraea type
Aspilia etc derved scrub (eastern type)
Balanites and Acacia seyal - Balanites types
Derved Lantana scrub
Escarpment type wth Euphorba
Euphorbia - Rhus - Acacia seyal mxtures
Ipomoea cultvated areas
47 Acacia drepanolobium domnant
Acacia mellifera type
Acacia seyal clay plans
Balanites-grassland type
Lannea - Combretum mxture
Secondary Acacia polyacantha
49 Combretum hll types of  probable montane forest orgn
Combretum mxtures of  probable ntermedate forest orgn
Protea hll types of  probable montane forest orgn
50 Combretum-sem-evergreen thcket mxture / remnant
48
Code Original subclass
Cultvated Terminalia, Vitex and Parinari
Parinari wth sem-evergreen thcket remnants / mxture
Terminalia sem-decduous thcket mxture
51 Bamboo-forest mxtures
Bamboo-woodland and scrub mxtures
Open forest wth gaps of  bamboo orgn
52 Alled scarp mxtures wth Dodonaea or Uvaria
Combretum-Acacia-evergreen bushland mxture wth evergreen bushland ele-
ments
Combretum-evergreen bushland mxture
Heeria-Dombeya-evergreen bushland mxture
Lannea-Terminalia-Acacia mxture
Terminalia-Acacia-evergreen bushland mxture
55 Tarchonanthus - Acacia mellfera
Tarchonanthus - upland Acacia mxture
56 Acacia gerrardii type wth mpeded dranage
Acacia seyal and Acacia-Balanites
Acacia sieberiana vars. and A. polyacantha
Euphorbia (wth Acacia) and thcket remnants
Hyparrhenia - Pennisetum catabasis
58 Tarchonanthus-Albizia rdges
Tarchonanthus-Combretum rdges
60 Intermedate succulent and (sem-)decduous thcket
Intermedate thcket, eastern type
61
Acacia drepanolobium wth evergreen elements on pedocal and mpeded dran-
age sols
Alled Acacia - grassland mxture
Alled Acacia drepanolobium savanna
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Appendix III. Small-scale distribution maps for the 17 potential 
natural vegetation maps
Alpine
Alpine
Bamboo woodland and thicket
Mountain scrubland and moorland
Moist montane forest
Dry montane forest
Moist intermediate forest
Dry intermediate forest
Upland Acacia woodland, savanna and bushland
Broad-leaved savanna-evergreen bushland mixtures
Lowland Acacia-Commiphora woodland, bushland and thicket
Moist Combretum-Terminalia savanna
Dry Combretum savanna
Evergreen and semi-evergreen bushland
Semi-evergreen thicket
Papyrus and swamp
Open grassland areas on clay plains
Acacia and allied vegetation on soils with impeded drainage
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Mountain scrubland and moorland
Bamboo woodland and thicket
5
Moist montane forest
Dry montane forest
52
Moist intermediate forest
Dry intermediate forest
5
Upland Acacia woodland, savanna and bushland
Broad-leaved savanna-evergreen bushland mixtures
54
Lowland Acacia-Commiphora woodland, bushland and thicket
Dry Combretum savanna
55
Moist Combretum-Terminalia savanna
Evergreen and semi-evergreen bushland
56
Papyrus and swamp
Semi evergreen thickets
57
Open grassland areas on clay plains
Acacia and allied vegetation on soils with impeded drainage
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